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News You Can Use Since 1924 
THE NATION'S LARGEST BLACK COLLEGIATE NEWSPAPER 
Professor's 
Approach 
Ignites 
DebateOver 
Egyptology 
By Zi-.Ru EA. H UGHES 
P11/.1, Editor 
An essay written five years ago by 
a Howard professor is circulating 
around the campus this month and 
surring much debate. Its contents 
arc dividing students and faculty on 
the issm• of whether Egyptology is 
an Afrocentric study. 
Broadly defined as the perspec-
tives and experiences of people of 
African descent. Afrocentrism is 
the interpretation of the world, past 
present and future from an African 
perspective, according 10 Mike 
Blakey. a Howard anthropology 
professor. 
FEBRUARY 20, 1998 
Al the center of the discussion is 
assistant professor Ann Macy Roth, 
of the classics department. 
Roth wrote the essay entitled 
"Building Bridges to Afroccntric-
ity- A Lener to My Egyptological 
C'olle,11:ucs." which is accessible 
on the Internet. Roth teaches the 
onl> Intro to Egyptology clasi. on 
campus. 
Photos by Danette Lambert 
Howard alumnus Kwame Ture speaks with HUSA President Jonathan Hutto earlier at Rankin Chapel. Below: Ture mingles after his 
speech, which encouraged students to "get Involved." 
She defined Afrocentricity as an 
"attempt to look at the world with 
the bias of African culture, focus-
ing on Africa and values." 
K wame Tore ·Relishes 
Howard Homecomi~g 
"It (the essay) was about what to 
expect and how not to get around 
the issue of Afrocentricity from 
,tudcnts," sauJ Roth, recognizing 
that some students are often per-
plexed th,1t the course does not 
encompass an Afrocentric 
approach. 
"Some Egyptologists can com-
pletely divorce Egypt from Afro-
centricity, but I think we can work 
out a ~ynthcsis." Roth said. 
The seven-page essay explores the 
nouon that Afrocentricity --incor-
porated with Egyptology -- is 
aimed at mcrcasing the self-esteem 
,ind confidence of African Ameri-
cans by stressing the achievements 
of African civililations. It refutes 
the authenticity of the discipline. 
Also, the essay suggests Afro-
centric assumptions. "depreciate 
the achievements of their ances-
tors, contending that Black people 
have never achieved a satisfactory 
civilization can never achieve any-
thmg of much value." 
Though the essay was not meant 
for Afrocentric audiences, Roth 
said. she was embarrassed that her 
essay was reprinted in an anti-Afro-
Please See EGYPT, A4 
By JANINE A. H ,\RPER 
FreeStyle Editor 
His chiseled mahogany face 
breaks into a wide smile, hiding the 
cancer which still wracks his body. 
l t was the cancer that kept him from 
making a program at Howard last 
year. 
AU eyes were fixed on the tall. thin 
man draped in an embroidered 
lavender bou bou, the official dress 
ot Guinea. who stood at the podi-
um. 
In private, ''Je vais mo11rir en 
Afrique," K wamc Turc confides to 
his friend. 
"I am going to die in Africa." 
Ture, who is one of the last men 
standing among civil rights leaders 
like Malcolm X and Martin Luther 
King Jr., is fighting one of the hard-
est battles of his life: He just had 
chemotherapy treatment for the 
prostrate cancer he was diagnosed 
with in 1996. 
Tuesday was a special homecom-
ing, sponsored by the Howard Uni-
versity Student Association and 
other organizations, for a student 
who once walked on "the Yard" --
known then as Stokley Carmichael. 
Carmichael renamed himself 
Kwame Tore after hi~ mentors 
K wamc Nkrumah. the first presi-
dent of an independent Ghana and 
Ahmed Sekou Toure. former pres-
ident of Guinea. 
Trinidadian born, Tore spoke to a 
packed audience in the Andrew 
Rankin Memorial Chapel. 
"To some people heaven is home," 
said HUSA president Jonathan 
Huuo. "To other people it is Africa 
or Guinea. For Kwame Tore, 
Howard University will always be 
his home away from home." 
"Lift Every Voice and Sing'' was 
belted out by the crowd filled with 
students, faculty and others, who 
raised their fists high in salute of the 
man who spread the cry of Black 
power throughout the Diaspora. 
At Howard Tore headed the Stu-
dent Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee. His freelance articles 
appeared in the pages of The Hill-
top. 
At Howard, he made his first free-
dom ride to Mississippi. He used 
his experiences in Mississippi, as a 
Cuba Vows To Keep Political Position 
International Community Demands End To US. Embargo 
By KF"II\I~ fll R USSf'LI 
nvr/cl Editor 
C'ulfa wi 11 not change its socialist policies. but wi U 
continue to play a major role in the development of the 
Caribbean and countries in the African Diaspora, said 
Felix Hernandez, deputy chief in the Cuban Interest 
Section at the embassy of Switzerland. 
l lcrnandcz, the highest ranking Cuban official in the 
United States, said a change to capitalism is not an 
option for Cuha: Castro and his successors will main-
tain the i.ystcm that has benefited the people. 
"The society we w1111t to build is a socialist one," he 
,aid. "We still believe it is the best way of serving the 
people." 
Hernandez spoke as part of a panel discussion in the 
Ralph J. Bunche International Affairs Center Wednes-
day. The Institute of Caribbean Studies sponsored the 
discussion, entitled "Cuba's Role in the Caribbean." 
Despite the troubles that plague the country. Her-
nandez said Cubans arc s till able to enjoy social bcn-
cf1ls such as free health care and free education. 
"If you go to Cuba you do not sec people starving or 
begging in the s treets," he said, explaining that the U.S. 
embargo that prevents trade between the countries is 
having a severe impact. 
A Fidel Castro-led revolution overthrew the democ-
ratically elected government in 1959 and adopted a 
communist regime. The United States subsequently 
Please See CUBA, A4 
Photo by Belinda Vickerson 
Gillian Gunn-Clissold, director of the Caribbean 
Project at Georgetown University, speaks at the 
Institute of Caribbean Studies orscussion series 
at Howard. 
young man with little money, to 
emphasize the benefits of being 
involved in the struggle. 
"When you struggle for your peo-
ple. your people will struggle for 
you," Ture said. 
The man who was a legendary 
organizer on this campus dis-
pelled the belief of the apathetic 
student. 
"They are not apathetic," 1\1re 
said. "They arc just misdirected." 
Tore was introduced first to polit-
ical philosophy at Bronx High 
> 
School of Science. Through a class-
mate he became acquainted with 
the works of Karl Marx. 
He credits Howard with the 
growth of his Pan-African ideolo-
gy, but is still critical of the campus. 
'The atmosphere at Howard still 
has to change." he said. "There are 
still too many frivolous activities on 
campus.• 
Tore said distracting activities, 
such as parties, are the work of 
Please See TURE, A4 
Former HU Law 
Student Sues School 
For Discrimination 
By NATA LI E H OPKINSON 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
A former Howard University 
law student has tiled a $105 mil-
lion racial discrimination lawsuit 
against the University alleging he 
was unfairly graded, denied letters 
of recommendation and scholar-
ships and physically assaulted 
because he is White. 
David "Chip" Venie said that a 
"hostile learning environment• 
led him to transfer to the Univer-
sity of Virginia Law School after 
he was ranked fifth at Howard 
during the 1996-1997 school 
year. 
Venic is seeking $)05 million in 
damages and will serve as his own 
counsel in the suit, which he filed 
Jan. 30, 
The suit names 16 defendants, 
including President H. Patrick 
Swygert; Jaw school faculty and 
,, 
administrators; and four current or 
former law students. 
Howard University Deputy Gen-
eral Counsel Thomas Trimboli 
acknow I edged he has been served 
with the suit, but he declined to 
comment. Several calls lo Howard 
Law School Dean Alice Gresham 
Bullock were not returned. 
Among Venie's 26 charges, he 
al leged: 
■ Discriminatory University 
policies denied him and other 
non-Black students the grades and 
scholarship money they deserve. 
■University officials defamed 
him when they didn't post his 
name on the "Am. Jur." award list. 
■ Several instructors, including 
Arnelle Georges, Reginald Robin-
son and Isaiah Leggett, posted 
grades late. 
■Professor Reginald Robinson 
did not write him a leller of rec-
Please See LAW STUDENT, A4 
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Combined Shuttle Services Provid 
• 
Better Transportation For Student~ 
By AARON PAIST 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Change is coming for campus shuttle ser-
vices. 
A committee consisting of administrators, 
faculty and students is being formulated 10 
make ii more productive. 
Stephon Henderson, manager of the park-
ing branch for physical facilities manage-
ment, said by next year all shuttles will be 
combined. 
"The route will be more efficient and will 
better serve Howard students," Henderson 
said. 
"You will have a central point of contact 
and there will be a shuttle bus administra-
tor." 
Currently, there are four different shuttle 
services offered: an intra-campus shuttle, 
which runs throughout the main campus; 
one that serves the students who attend the 
law school and the School of Divinity; one 
that runs from the main campus to Merid-
ian and Slowe Halls; and the metro shut-
tle, which makes stops at Howard center 
and School of Dentistry. 
And Henderson said stu-
dents praised the metro shut-
tle service. 
• II has-been a smashing suc-
cess, even to the point that we 
are planning to extend the 
hours to the early morning 
rush-hour," he said. 
Henderson said he hopes the 
combined shuttle services 
will make ro<1tes more effi-
cient and better serve passen-
gers. 
But there are other areas for 
improvement, students say. 
Complaints have ranged 
from drivers' poor attitudes, to 
the hassle of showing Howard 
IDs to board the shuttles. The 
majority of complaints, how-
ever, have been about prob-
lems with scheduling and 
lateness. 
Moni Jeffries, a junior mar-
keting major who lives off 
campus, said the shuttle ser-
vice needs improvement. 
The University began providing shuttle 
services after students raised concerns 
about walking to and from the Shaw metro 
station. 
"Tl:Je shuttle service doesn't 
run late on Friday." she said. 
"It should run all night on Fri-
day. Why isn't the shuttle scr- L __ ;;__~~~==~~~:;;:~'..__.:!:.._ Z~ _.:_ __________ _ ___________ _:_ _ _ __ 2!J 
vice 24 hours everyday? Stu-
"l have a lot of friends who have been 
robbed walking down to the metro," said 
Marwan Porter, a senior accounting major. 
"You have a lot of people drinking. hang-
ing out on the street. The shuttle bus is an 
accommodation for students coming back 
from work or the mall. Overall, the shuttle 
service has provided safety and less of has-
sle, and makes the metro stop more acces-
sible." 
dents who live at Meridian or The four shuttle bus services will be merged to offer students more convenient travel 
Slowe don't have access to 
Photo by~ 
the campus at a certain time and there are 
facilities that are open 24 hours a day dur-
ing the week." 
With approximately 2,300 campus park-
ing spaces and more than 15,000 students 
and faculty. a major problem would arise 
ff every one drove, Henderson said. 
cle capacity people are trying 10 demand on 
the University," he said. •·we try to provide 
a mode of transportation and we want to 
promote alternatives to bringing their vehi-
cles to campus." 
lack of signs have caused some drivers to 
pass their \tops. leaving many outraged 
One of the difficulties as far as the dri-
vers is there wasn't physical signs or bus 
stops," Henderson said. 
Some shuttle driver~ said the• 
problems with student attitude,. I 
but driver James Harrison fu.;, I 
more cooperative. 
"I haven't had any problems 
dents." Harrison said. 'This~ 
year of students 1',·e ,e" 
Howard." "The campus itself can't handle the vchi-
For many students, being on time to class 
requires that the shuttles arrive on time and 
that driver~ know the designated stops. A 
The University has plans to provide signs. 
and make students and faculty more aware 
of the convenience of the shuttle services. 
• 
General Assembly 
Debates Controversy 
Surrounding Elections 
Hilltop Sta({ itriter 
Election issues wcrc the focal point of Gen-
eral Assembly's Feb. 18 meeting as schools and 
colleges were rcprimandcd for missing ballot 
deadlines and fonner Howard University Stu-
dent Association candidate Easton Moore 
requested a formal apology from GAEC Chair-
man Damon Waters. 
Waters i11fonned the assembly that only five 
schools and colleges had secured official bal-
lots, despite several extended deadlines. 
Each school and college was required to sub-
mit the names and ID numbers of candidates for 
GAEC verification. But Waters said "constant 
contact" with schools did not procure immedi-
ate results. • 
"I didn't (hjnk that was too complicated, but 
it seems that it has been for some schools," 
Waters said. 
Although GAEC is not technically responsi-
ble for schools' and colleges' hallots, \Vaters 
said he had been "trying desperately" to accom-
modate the smaller schools and colleges unable 
to afford ballots. 
But the larger schools and colleges, such as 
tl1c College of Arts and Sciences: the School of 
Nursing. Allied Health and Pharmacy; the 
School of Communications and the School of 
Engineering, Architecture and Computer Plan-
ning have taken advantage of GAEC's gen-
erosity and turned in ballots, while smaller 
schools like Social Work have decided to take 
on the responsibility themselves. 
Waters warned Assembly members that the 
final deadline was Feb. 19 and to spread the 
word in their respective schools. 
Moore. graduate school representative, lodged 
complaints of character assassination and vio-
lation of rights after a request to address the 
floor. Moore asked for a public apology from 
Waters for misinterpreting the HUSA consti-
tution about petition procedures that eventual-
ly eliminated him from elections. 
After Waters told Moore he could continue 
running for HUSA president with a new run-
ning mate after his original partner resigned. 
Waters was forced to retract his decision and 
disqualify Moore. 
After a grievance committee hearing, Moore 
was recently reinstated in the race, but refused 
to run based on the effects of a late entry. 
"It would be a waste of my time," Moore said. 
"It isn't going to be fair race at this point, and 
it wasn't fair in the first place." 
,. 
Citing his ordeal as a conspiracy, Moore said 
other factors in his case prompted him to file a 
law,uil. 
"This is a count!) whcre we have a right tu 
free, fair elections. Now my actions have been 
deemed illegal." Moore said. 
Some assembly members supported Moore's 
request. 
"I believe he should get an apology." said Rod-
erick Thompson, School of Engineering repre-
sentative. "lt's the least that can be done by the 
Chainnan." 
B ul Waters said he would make a written apol-
ogy for misleadmg Moore about the runrung 
mate switch only. 
"I've made several apologies for the error I 
ma<le. but l won't apologize for any clauns of 
malicious statements because I made none," 
Waters said. 
Neither Waters nor the grievance eom1TIJ1tce 
are authorized to interpret the HUSA con~tilu-
lion. 
The HUSA policy board, comprises the pres-
idents of all school and college student coun-
cils, is supposed to officially handle any con 
Oict with constitution guidelines. 
But despite meeting guidelines in the consh 
tution, the board hasn't reached a quorum at any 
of the meetings this year. said HUSA Vice-Pres-
ident Shawn Harvey. 
"Unlike General Assembly, there isn't as much 
participation from the chairs, "Harvey said. "At 
the three or four meetings called. we only had 
about live presidents show up." 
Harvey suggested assembly members should 
hold respective student council presidents 
accountable and possibly elect undergraduate 
students to chair the board. 
"From what I've seen, graduate students have 
been loo busy for meetings," Harvey said. 
Frank Tomer. the representative from the 
School of Business, said the General Assembly 
should "take a look at the constitution and clear 
up the vague areas." 
But Waters remarked the suggestion was "a lit-
tle too late." To achieve changes for next year. 
the assembly would have to meet the next two 
weeks and reach quorums. Walen, said. Instead, 
Waters advised the future assembly to make 
provisions for the "sticky areas." 
Moore said the apology was only a "partial 
vindication of a larger issue." 
"An apology will correct character assassina-
tion, but it won't solve the problem of me being 
able to run," Moore said. "I think I was quali-
fied to win." 
, 
HU Professors Brin 
Howard Reader To Lil 
By V\I., '((' IA SAUNDERS 
Ca111p11.1 Editor 
Surrounded by booh and scholars. Paul Logan. 
author of the "Howard Reader." stood in front of the 
Moorland-Sprngam fireplace 10 light a spark of hrs 
And despite severe racial discriminnuon. L 
African-American ciders ha\'e maintauiedtl 
vigor that 10 be ignorant of it would bt a; 
happened. Noting such intellectual\ su\'h 
DuB01s. Sterling A. Brown and Tonr Mom, 
said the old Negro was abandoned and 3 c 
took hrs place. 
own. 
At a recent forum, Logan and his contributing cdi 
tors discussed the relevance of a textbook they creat-
ed 10 give Howard Mudcnts a deeper sense of African-
Hm,ard U111\er.i1y was ,md co1111nue,toM 
this new gencrauon of Blacks. he said. 
American heritage and culture. 
"All of the~e thmgs and many more rqt 
1ntellec1 now found 111 the 'Howard ReJdc: 
said. 
"For the rest of America this is Black I listOI)' Month." Tritobrn Benjamin. a contributing edrtoriro 
said TI1omas Battle. director 
of the Moorland-Spingam --------------------Research Center. "Every 
month is Black Histor)' 
Month." 
The "Howard Reader" is a 
textbook publbhed b} 
Houghton Mifflin Publish-
ing Company for incoming 
freshman. The book was 
introduced last semester 
when Logan discovered a 
lack of knowledge among 
Howard students about the 
contribution~ made by 
"Allow it to embrace you 
and comfort you. Let it be a 
quilt in many senses of the word ... 
Every little patch in 
that quilt triggers a memory." 
--Ray,nond Dobard, 
art professor 
Departmtt' 
HownrdJ 
agreed 
She ell< 
dcnh toed 
ish, re, ic• 
the 1e~11,,,).'l 
undcr.,1311d · 
part of 01 ... 1 
Her coL 
includ.:J o111 
an artr,t 
researched, 
expericn."C. 
profe,sor 
Blacks. 
---------------------• director "The> were unfamiliar with many of the n:uncs," !.aid Howard Uni\'ersuy Galle!)· of Art. J 
Logan, also the as,ociatc professor of German and Raymond Dobard. also an an profeswr•~ 
associate dean for the humanities. "For many. history contributed the quilt. which is the thel!l( rU 
began with Martin Luther King. Jr." book and is shown on the cover. I le enco~~ 
Logan said he wants to re~tore the memories of read to learn of the rich heritage of a race tlXI! 
Black ancestors who came 10 this land on ships as cargo homeland. 
and "packed like sardines." "Allow it to embrace you and comfon ~~ • 
As Logan delved into the vast hbtory of Africans in "Let it be a qi'rilt in many senses of the wml 
America, he emphasized the relationship of the past 10 little patch in that quilt triggers a mcrnor). 
the present. Estelle \Vonnlcy Taylor. a professor of Em, 
HiMorical documents refer to Blacks as only three- the final co111ribu1ing editor of the 'Ho11Jtdl 
fifths of a man. Slavery was abolished. but the remnants She said the book offers this gcn.:ratron JIil 
ofit were perpetuated in daily life. All of these things view of "the height~ 10 which we can~• 
forced Blacks to take a stand for civil rights, something heights of which some have already cofll(' 
that should not be forgotten, Logan said. Likening them to W.E.B. DuBoi~. Ta)kt 
Quoting Henry Dumas, Logan said Blacks had what dents can compete with the Shakespeare,ofllt 
they valued most taken from them, but chose to restore especially if they know others have nlread) lil 
what was rightfully theirs -- a belief in themselves. that. 
"'They failed to call my name. They failed to ask my "Use this book wisely," she said. 'Thert ~• 
name and called me Negro,"' he said. work like this.• 
CORRECTION 
Last week the Hilltop reported that graduate trustee candidate Rudo,,i 
McGann was late to a Speakout. He was not. We regret the error. 
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~Editor 
~I of the African Student 
non Esigc Aguele charged 
· urd University Student 
• .JOO officials with playing 
b in ib decision to exclude 
the Homecoming K wame 
"'f!lllll. 
JY~3; well as student leaders 
Coll)more. coordinator of 
·:"Jtflll Studcm Association 
~ n Moore, president of the 
lll Student Association, 
lllptrmiucd to ,peak due to 
HUSA official tenned an 
~nonal oversight" even 
~ name, appeared on 
couldn't eH!n take the time 
JJpm} last name.'· Aguele 
,1111ckomcd by ,tudent 
Zhaundrn Jones, UGSA 
1101 and Neville Welch. 
ofthc: International Stu-
,.~iat1onand HUSA pres-
r.11icbdatc. 
~.ilm went O\'Cr time, .. 
11l Hane), HUSA vice-
··Kwamc is sick and 
, up there for a long peri-
.l'JIDled out that time wa~ 
i (.ampus Pals repr..:sentu-
~H:ill and Aha lla,him to 
speak even 1hough their names did 
not appear on the program. 
Hashim and Hall arc also running 
for HUSA president and vice-pres-
ident respectively. 
" lt was like a speak ou1;• Aguele 
said. "Everyone who spoke was 
running for something:• 
U11official master of ceremonies 
Nik Eames brought Hall and 
Hai,him to the stage. 
"I did as an attempt to balance. 
My mind was thinking balance," 
Eames said. " lt was a misjudg-
ment on my part. I take all the 
blame:· 
The Campus Pals is an organiz.a-
tion dedicated to welcoming stu-
dents, not sp..:akers. 
"Campus Pals speaking at this 
event was not relevant.'' said Nwaji 
Jihunoh. a freshman business man-
agement major. 
Jibunoh fell slighted after hearing 
Turc's message. 
"Ture was saying that the African 
student will be the spark to the 
African revolution,'' the Nigerian-
born Jibunoh said. "Then not one 
African student from the continent 
got to speak." 
HUSA President Jonathan Hutto, 
said he regretted the mistake. 
"Dean Richardson had given us a 
time limit," Hullo said. "We had 
only intended to give each speaker 
two minutes We never meant for 
anyone to be left out." 
Photo by Danette Lambert 
Having won part of the battle agains cancer, former Howard student and political activist Kwame Ture lectured about the importance 
of Pan-AfrlcanismTuesday at Rankin Chapel. But some student leaders felt slighted in the program. 
tudents, Educators Explore Works of Chinua Achebe 
S:,;ff Writer 
attended the conference because it was an assignment 
from her professor. 
"We are here to talk 
ed to attend," said Alphonso Frost. chairman of the 
department of modem languages. 
During the event attendee~ gave praise to an African 
spirit. 
!lkllild h3\<! been an opportunity for students 
IIDd il!l3l}ze the works of a novelist. almost 
1deoote on whether educators arc effective 
,mtor;. 
l)S:holars from universities around the coun-
::rgedon Howard's campus recently to cxam-
.nsof novelist Chinua Achebe. The discu-;-
21,~ from Ibo metaphysics in •'Things Fall 
t0 orator) and responsibility in Achebe"s 
:lGod." 
about a man that 
made his message 
accessible to not only 
his people, but al l 
people," said Vaugh 
Benjamin. a local 
musician. ·'Why arc 
we limiting who 
hears us?" 
"Achebe helped with the liberation 
of the spirit for African people," 
''It helped to show African people 
for what [life] it is, and not what 
it is through European eyes." 
A gala dinner 
was held in honor 
of Achebe. This 
closing event 
opened with 
sounds of drums. 
An African dance 
troop glided 
around the guest 
of honor. Achebe 
began a native 
Nigerian call and 
re!>ponsc chant . 
"Achebe helped with the liberation of the spiri t for 
African people." said Franklyn Sonn. ambassador of 
South Africa. "It helped to show African people for 
what [life] it is. and not what it is through European 
eyes." 
Achebe said he was speechless during the sympo-
sium. 
·•1 remember as a student, in 1948. at the University 
College Ibadan. we were visited by the president of 
Howard University," Achebe said. "It was the first time 
a Black president of a university came to .,ee how we 
were doing. and it was an honor." 
er. ~tudent\ who attended the day-long cele-
..Jthe) could not unden;tand many of the top-
. ..td. 
Benjamin asked 
why the important 
messages addressed 
at the conference are 
--Franklyn Sonn, 
a,nbassador of South Africa 
Howard University's English department presented 
Achebe with an engraved crystal heart, a wooden stat-
ue and a painting . 
• t under.tand a word that was said," said Lisa 
n,aHoward freshman. Hampshore said she 
not told to youth. Administrators at the conference said 
the celebration was an open forum. 
"This is an event open to the public. anyone is invit-
jaw Students Answer Lawsuit 
111adapta1ion of Howard 
,JJ La~• School Student 
.nations official response 
.:tfa!Wnsbro11ghtforth in 
\.-.aina1io11 s11itjiled byfor-
•ud C:11iversity Law st11-
.!li4 \1nie. 
ttostate up front the law-
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consideration before his class-
mates? 
Third, regarding the allegations 
that Vcnie was assaulted by two stu-
dents during an intrnmural basket-
ball game: Venie failed to mention 
that the fight started not because he 
i~ \Vhite, but because his aggressive 
play was probably better suited for 
the football field rather than the 
basketball court. 
The fight in question started 
when Vcnic undercut an opposing 
player while the player was in the 
act of shooting. The opposing 
player recent!} had knee surgery 
and wore a knee brace to protect 
himself from further injury. Vcnic 
backed into the opposing player's 
injured knee, causing his knee to 
buclde. 
Finally, Venie failed to mention 
that his teammates - all of whom 
were African American - joined 
the altercation on Venie's behalf. 
Although Howard University docs 
not and will not condone violence. 
perhaps what Vcnie claims to have 
been a racial incident was actually 
an opposing player's response to 
his cheap shot. 
Finally, we find it totally implau-
si blc that Professor Reginald 
Robinson racially discriminated 
against Venic or any other student. 
He has openly supported all stu-
dents, regardless of race, creed, 
religion. nationality. gender, and 
sexual orientation. He has actively 
promoted White graduates, one of 
whom is c lerking for the Utah 
Supreme Court and will clerk for 
the chief judge of the 11th Circuit 
Court of Appeals. 
Furthermore, John Edwards, a 
White Howard law student, 
received the highest grade in Pro-
fessor Robinson's class. 
Moreover, one must question why 
Vcnie is filing this suit prose { serv-
ing as his own counsel}. After all. 
ifVenie feels he is entitled 10 $105 
million, then hiring a lawyer would 
seem like a prudent course of 
action. 
Did Venie fail to hire a lawyer 
because the superior legal educa-
tion he received at Howard Uni-
versi ty obviates his need for legal 
assistance? Or is it because he 
knows his suit lacks merit? Perhaps 
Venie represents himself because 
any lawyer that endeavored to take 
his case would likely be subject to 
Rule 11 sanctions { which punish-
es lawyers who bring frivolous 
suits}. 
Howard Law School is an institu-
tion that has opened its doors to 
everyone. In fact, in this country's 
not so distant past. Howard was the 
only school opened for women and 
people of color, while other law 
schools kept their doors shut; 
forced open only by the mandates 
of the courts. 
Finally, this response is all the 
time we have for Vcnie. He has suc-
ceeded in distracting us long 
enough. The students of Howard 
University, irrespective of race, 
creed, or color. arc unified, proud 
and strong. No matter what adver-
sity crosses our door, we wi ll per-
severe. The Howard legacy is built 
on a foundation that has been laid 
over a l28-year period. 
We arc sorry that Venie's experi-
ence at Howard is not what he 
hoped. But perhaps his time would 
be better spent looking forward 
instead of back. 
The chair of the 
English department read a statement by D.C. Mayor 
Marion Barry proclaiming Feb. 14 as Chinua Achebe 
Day in D.C. 
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White Ex-Law Student Sues HU For Racial Discriminafi 
From LAW STUDENT, A1 
ommendation, although he agreed 
to previously. 
■Fom1er students Earl Horton and 
Corey Cartwright assaulted him 
during a scuffle at an intramural 
basketball game. 
■Current students Lorenzo 
McCrae and Troy Featherson oral-
ly assaulted him. Vcnie's suit 
claimed that on May 9, 1997, both 
Featherson and McCrae defamed 
and slandered him by calling him "a 
spy," an "(expletive) spy,' an 
"(expletive) liar" and an "(exple-
tive) White bastard.'' 
When contacted by Tire Hilltop at 
his home, Featherson expressed 
shock that he was named in the 
suit. 
"I had no idea ... I haven't been 
served with anything so it would be 
really premature for me to com-
ment now," Featherson said. 
No University officials have 
agreed to discuss the case. But after 
Vcnie's complaints first surfaced 
last September in a Legal Times 
newspaper article, officials said 
grades and scholarship awards were 
routinely late. 
But in an interview with Tire Hill-
top last fall, fonner Assistant Dean 
Tedd Miller. said the "slow cul-
ture" of Howard inconveniences 
all students equally and Venie was 
not singled out. Miller said Venie 
would have received a scholarship 
had he remained enrolled in the 
school. 
Miller, who was also named as a 
defendant in the suit, has since left 
to become vice-president of enroll-
ment management at Centra l State 
University. 
He declined to comment on the 
suit. 
Some legal experts say the cards 
are stacked against Venic because 
students at virtually all law schools 
share his concerns over grading 
and administrative policies. 
"I'm sure there are legions of cases 
out there that deal with a student 
who is dissatisfied by their grades," 
said Steven Polin. a civil rights 
attorney based in \Vashington. 
"Unless he can put forward evi-
dence, or bring up evidence through 
his classmates that he was singled 
out, this will be a very difficult sui t 
for him to prevail." 
Courts have traditionally tried not 
10 second-guess professors' judg-
ment in awardjng grades or decid-
ing whether to write letters of rcc-
om mendat ion, according to 
Howard University political sci-
ence professor Lorenzo Morris. 
"Courts have never ruled in favor 
of grade issues," Morris said. "They 
rarely intervene on grading man-
ners wi thout overwhelming evi-
dence of direct and exceptional dis-
crimination ... and tradit ionally, 
letters of recommendation are gen-
erally the faculty's choice. They 
are not obligated to give them.• 
Polin pointed out that reverse dis-
crimination in admissions and 
scholarship awards is a legal trend 
that has been successful recently. 
But he said Venie's suit 1s not a 
clear-cut case of this. 
"I don't know where the harm is 
done here." Polin said. "When l 
was in law school. all of these 
things were decided at the whim of 
Lhe professor. It seems to me that 
there are some things that are mjss-
ing from this complaint." 
Venie's argument that his experi-
ences at Howard harmed him does 
not follow because he ranked fifth 
at the historically, Black college 
and was able to go on to the Uni-
versity of Virginia Law school, 
which is ranked higher than 
Howard, said attorney John E. Car-
penter. 
"Although I haven~ 
plaint, it sounds like he. 
year law student U)in, 
at ive and a li1tle eagei' 
before he's a liccnstd 1 
said Carpenter, who pn 
rights law at his Wa;, 
Carpenter said ifhe11q 
take the case, • I would::' 
I'm just not hearing a::1 
would convince me · 
viable cause of actioo 
I would want to get ini 
sounds more like lo.'l 
sour grapes." 
Cuba Intends To Maintain Its Current Political Regime Despite Cri 
From CUBA, A1 
slapped sanctions on Cuba includ-
ing the embargo which makes trade 
between the countries illegal. 
"The embargo is not only a poli-
cy toward Cuba, it is America prov-
ing its power by isolating Cuba 
from the world,' . Hernandez said. 
Also taking part in the discussion 
was Kingsley Layne, St. Vincent 
and the Grenadines' ambassador to 
the United States. He said the 
nations of the Caribbean have 
always supported Cuba and views 
it as a vital part of Caribbean devel-
opment. 
Layne said the economic 
prospects Cuba holds will be vital 
to the Caribbean in light of massive 
cutbacks in U.S. aid to the region. 
He said monetary aid to the 
Caribbean, which surpassed $250 
million annually in the 1980s, is 
now averaging less than $25 mil-
lion. 
The collapse of Lhc Soviet Union 
destroyed the Cuban economy, 
which had relied on exports of 
sugar and bauxite. Tourism and 
remillanccs from migrants arc now 
the major sources of income for 
Cuba. 
Howard professor of information 
systems and cybernetics, Ely 
Dorsey, said the United States 
should help out the Caribbean by 
ending the embargo on Cuba as 
soon as possible. 
·'Cuba is the region's greatest 
asset," Dorse} said. ·'It would 
become a center of trade and com 
merce almost O\'emight." 
Dave Gosse, a Caribbean history 
Ph.D. candidate agrees. 
··Cuba 1s the strength of the 
Caribbean," he said. "Its economic 
potential is needed by the entire 
Caribbean." 
However, not everyone agrees 
with the stance Cuba 
\Vhi le opposing thee· · 
Ellis of the Nation31 
Institute. said Cuba nett. 
first. 
·· America has a pr 
Cuba's anti-America Ii:. 
said. • A change in 0ii. 
will result in a change 
icy." 
Students Outraged At Professors Approach to Egyptology Cou 
From EGYPT, A1 
centric book and published by the National 
Academy of Science in the past two years. 
Roth, a five-year professor who came to 
Howard in 1995, said Egyptology should not be 
taught from an Afrocentric perspective. 
"I don't think teaching from an Afrocentric 
point of view is the only or the best way to do 
it [teach Egyptology]," she said. 
However, Roth said it shouldn't be taught 
from an Eurocentric point of view. 
"I don't think that the opposite of Afrocentric 
is Eurocentric--it's not exactly an equivalent 
pair:· she said. 
Egyptology is the study of ancient Egypt that 
incorporates archaeology, history and religion, 
Roth said. 
Roth said the course should not be applied to 
the Afrocentric approach of learning, though 
students in her class beg to differ. As a result of 
both the essay and the course, students have 
alleged that Roth is denying the African infl u-
ence. 
"We have to be extremely careful that this issue 
will not be misconstrued," said Herve Miabi-
langana a mathematics graduate student enrolled 
in Egyptology. 
"Our [Egyptology students] objective hope-
fu lly is not to kick her out, but to debate that 
there is some subjectivity involved in regards to 
teaching from an Afrocentric perspective," Hia-
bilangana said. "The approach she's giving has 
to do with her particular view, her opinion [and] 
the background she's coming from. She is clear-
ly not infomied about the theory of Afrocen-
tricity. Our perspective is to understand the way 
she's teaching this course." 
In teaching the course, Roth uses texts, myths, 
artifacts, artworks, excavation reports. iconog-
raphy and archaeology. 
"You sort of pull in everything you can find," 
Roth said. 
Howard professors, including African Stud-
ies Chair, Robert J. C ummings. agree with 
Roth's perspective that the body of knowledge 
that is Egyptology offers little opportunity to 
bring a personal philosophy to the course. 
"We want to be subjective, but we cannot do 
that," he said. 
·'In this si tuation. it is imperative that students 
are not dogmatic about any decision. One has 
to be strict in terms of demonstrating and forc-
ing skills to learn research to confront challenge:; 
of the introduction of ne~ concepts and theo-
ries. Students want 10 believe that all contribu-
tions came from Africa. That was not so." 
Katrina Pratt. a senior psychology major. said 
Roth is a skilled teacher, but disagrees with her 
approach which, she said, seems Eurocentric. 
·•or. Roth is clearly a knowledgeable Egyp-
tologist, but fails to understand the environment 
in which she teaches." !>he said. "Black people 
have a responsibility to be suspici(){. 
thing they arc taught in history, espe, 
Blacks. 
"Dr. Roth's responsibility is to learn 
centric views on Egyptian history be-. 
that written by Whites. She feels tlw 
centric perspective are not objecti,e, 
her place as a teacher to with.hold m: 
she thinks is unimportant." 
But Roth says one of the problem, · 
tologists always face is the recurrir; 
from Afrocentrists: What colorw,rt 
tians? 
"Egyptologists don't like that que,o 
applying modern categories to an ao: 
pie," she said. ··rm not an Afrocentn" 
sympathetic to the goals of people 
information." 
Famous Alumnus Kwame Tore Urges Students to Get Involve, 
From TURE, A1 
"government agents" placed on the 
campus, a phenomenon that hap-
pened when he was a student. 
Ture's direc tness resulted in 
enthusiastic applause from the 
audience. At one point. he led a call 
and response session. He asked the 
quest ions and the audience shout-
ed the police. He staned with the 
question. "Who brought drugs into 
the community?" and ended with, 
"Who killed Huey Newton?" 
During the 1960s, Tore went on to 
become prime minister of the Black 
PantJ1crs and then the president of 
the All African's People Revolu-
tionary Party. 
The homecoming was a reunion 
for Dean William Keene, who 
allendcd Howard with Ture. 
"Whatever road you choose to 
take," Keene said. "The struggle of 
our people is paramount, most 
important." 
During his hour-long talk, Ture 
exposed the falseness of many who 
claim to possess a Black con-
sciou~ness. 
"They don't want revoluuon," 
Ture said. "They want a piece of tJ1e 
American pie. We cannot want the 
American pie. The American pie is 
based on genocide and slavery." 
Ture's works such as "Black 
Power" and "The Politics of Lib-
eration," have become classics in 
the Pan-Africanist's library. 
After the program, Mitchell 
Pa,chall, a student at Cardinal She-
hen School. approached Ture 
clulching an envelope made of red. 
green and black construction paper 
fi lled with letters from 7th and 8th 
grade s111dcn1s from Baltimore. 
After the presentation, Paschall 
recited his poem. "Brother Tun:." 
"Altlwugh I was11'1 bom back 1he11 
I would pmudly :,tam/ 
as 011e of your men." 
"If you start now you'll go further 
than me," Ture said to Pa~chall. "If 
you stop you'll be a 1cro. Your peo 
pie need you and they're always 
going to need you." 
Tore said he is looking forward 10 
returning to Guinea in April lllld is 
in ihc process of writing his auto-
• 
® 
biography. 
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Frederick Douglass House Holds Rich Historj 
By K £YA GRAV£S 
City Editor 
From the hill Frederick Douglass' 
house stands on, one can catch a 
scenic view of \Vashington, D.C. 
Douglass, a runaway slave from 
Baltimore, taught himself how to 
read and write by tracing over let-
ters and words in books. He knew 
that education was part of the jour-
ney toward everlasting freedom. 
At age I 3, Douglass read articles 
about the abolition of slavery to 
other slaves on the plantation. 
Later, he founded tbe North Star, 
an antislavery newspaper. 
The bright sun beams through the 
Victorian-style window on tht: sec-
ond floor of Douglass· house. 
Visitors can stop and look at the 
waves forming in lhe Anacostia 
River and at the tall buildings sur-
rounding the city. Sitting on the 
back of the 15-acre lot, what Dou-
glass called the "Growlery." is a 
small study where he wrote "Life 
and Times of Frederick Douglass." 
The brick house, which Douglass 
named Cider llill, has stood in the 
commumty for 139 years. The hh-
toric sight, located at I 411 W St. 
S.E .. is preserved by the National 
Park Service. 
Douglass bought the 21 bedroom 
house in 1877 as a gif1 for his first 
wife, Anna Murray, who he was 
married to for 44 years. 
They had fi vc children together, 
however, lheir youngest child died 
of pneumonia at the age of 11. 
When they moved into the house, 
the children were already adults. 
Douglass was 60 and was serving 
as a U.S. Marshall for the District 
of Columbia. 
Like many other battles in life, 
Douglass, who spoke out against 
lynching in his speech '"The Lesson 
This Frederick DOUQlass quote hangs in his museum, located 
on the grounds of hts estate. 
Photos By Erin McKinney 
The desk from which Frederick Douglass wrote and studied important documents, and other personal 
items of the great abolitionist, can be seen during tours of his house. 
of the Hour," had to fight 10 pur-
chase the house. 
In the I 800s, the majority of Ana-
costia's population was White. Free 
slaves were permitted to purchase 
homes in the Georgetown neigh-
borhood. 
Today. Anacostia is no longer the 
same. Park Ranger and tour guide 
Paul Cross said Anacostia is now 
90 percent Black. 
Bob Mathews. a District resident, 
said it was shocking to learn that at 
one time Anacostia was mostly 
White He said he could not under-
stand how the city just transformed 
like it did, and why. 
Douglass broke the ··Whites only'· 
covenant by purchasing the house. 
The covenant refused Blacks to 
house in the Anacostia area. 
Mathews said Douglass loved the 
home when he first set eyes on it. 
and fought until he was able to pur-
chase it for $6,700. 
Murray lived in the house for fivt: 
years, until she became ill and died 
at the age of 69. Douglass blocked 
off the room she lived in and made 
it a memorial. The door was not 
opened again until 1962, when the 
~ 
National Park Sen 1cc took over. 
Shortly after the death of his first 
wife, Douglass married Helen Pitts, 
an Irish woman. This marriage 
sparked a hea\) debate. 
Cross said after 40 years of bat-
Ii 
• 
■ 1 II 1 • 
tling for human righa.C48 
was not only a resting'jlll .. 
glass, but a symbol oflr H 
Douglass held discu,-
politics at the diningtBht 
for hour~ in the libl'al) , le 
were his treasure and I: ic 
of the original booksth.J • 
to Douglass remain in·· ei 
Ninety percent oft~am:,.lll 
house belonged to him.. • 
art work, statues and f.: 01 
Many of lhe piece~ ar.. I'-' 
people he met as he tit 
fought for equaht}. ~tc 
Lincoln g:1vc him fornx: rr, 
Abraham Lincoln's ca; 
was assassinated. Her~ 
gift because he served t Hll 
er to Lincoln and urged& gl 
to join the U.S. Anny. a1 
"Rich history lives in aJ 
and it's almost like yoc 
as you walk through~- H 
said Marsha Monroe, 
resident. H 
Anyone mtcrcstcd 1· a 
more about Fr.'ClericUJ; 
viewing his hou,e ,oo s• 
the historic site and booLI 
sonal tours are g1,cn; ~• y 
a.m. to 4 p.m. For nlOI? 
call (202) 426-5961. ~ 
~ 
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''It's amazing tl1e struggle that he 
went through to get this house." 
said Tracy Clark. a District resi-
dent. " I new he wa~ successful, but 
I dido 't know he lived in a house 
like this during that time period." Frederick Douglass purchased his A nacocostia home for $6,700 in 1877. 
Murders, Rape At Local Hospitals 
Patients, Visitors To Question Security 
Cau~· 
• 
By Q.TER \ II J ACKSON Ill 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Two recent reports on violent 
crimes that occurred in local hos-
pitals have caused many residents 
to wonder about the safety of med-
ical institutions. 
Boxer Reuben Bell, 24, was mur-
dered by a gunman while waiting in 
the lobby of Washington Hospital 
Cancer Institute last week. Five 
people in the lobby were injured. 
A nursing administrator at Prince 
George's Hospital Center was 
raped and strangled in her office. 
last month. 
Many hospitals have one police 
officer or security guard positioned 
at each entrance. However. patients 
said that is not enough. 
"Just one person can't take on a 
lot of cases at once, .. said Patrick 
Lewis, patient at Walter Recd Hos-
pital and Prince George ·s County 
Hospital. 
He said hospitals such as Walter 
Reed take stronger safety mca,ures 
than average hospitals because of 
its military background. 
Many hospital patients com-
plained about the crowding of hos-
pital lobbies after visiting hours. 
"I don ·1 think their security is that 
good." said Joe O'Kecfe, a George 
Washington University Hospital 
patient. "People seem to walk in 
and out without much observation." 
When questioned, security ofli-
a,_c •• • '-'--••r & • --• •~ 
cers at local hospitals had no com-
ment. 
The International Association for 
Healthcare Security and Safety said 
shootings in hospitals are not a 
growing trend and that patients and 
visitors should not be worried. 
O'Kccfe said police are not visi-
ble at hospitals. 
Lewis said that police officers do 
not regularly walk the halls, but that 
they do respond quickly when alert-
ed. 
Suzan Dalda. a patient at George-
town University Hospital. said 
many of her visitors did not ~ign in. 
She said those who did sign in were 
free to roam the building without 
question. 
Dalda said it appeared that out-
....... ---··••.J·• ...,,.,, .... - ·-
......... ••:. c.:2~-. -·· ..... c::;.-
........ ,. ... ___ _ 
_.,,_..., ,,.,. c :a ~ ... _. • .__._ < ~ -
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sidcrs had easy access to the build-
ing. She said that was frightening. 
"You do sec vagrants, but some of 
lhem arc getting treated - maybe 
all arc," said Luis Ruiz. I loward 
University medical student. 
The IAHSS said most of the 
shootings lhat occur arc domestic 
,iolencc related and that there arc 
not many cases of patients murder-
ing doctors or people walking in off 
the street. 
The Journal of Healthcare Pro-
tection Management's annual sur-
vey of about 300 hospitals found 
that there is an average of five slay-
ings a year on hospital premises. 
The article in the journal docs not 
cover all hospitals in the U.S .. but 
it docs focus in on hospitals m 
-
maJor cities. 
In No\cmber 1996, 
A gunman cha,cd a man 11110 
Hadley Memorial llo,pttal 111 
Southeast D.C. in November 1996 
and k1 lied the man and injured a 
nurst:. A month later. a man was 
shot to death in an ambulance he~•d-
ed for D.C. Gencral Hospual. Med-
ical 1ech111cian~ wen: trymg to treat 
him for gun.shot wounds. 
Because of the recent murders. 
many hospitals arc increasing secu-
rity. 
Some people said that they have 
seen more security at the Howard 
Unhersity Hospital. 
Renee Baile), a CVS employee. 
said she used to walk 0,cr to the 
hospital to use tlw ATM machine. 
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"I would go ~traigln I 
\\ ith no problem,'' 8. 
Now the pcr~on at the~ 
1 l} ,tops her to find (I,, 
where ~he i\ going, ;ht 
While ht~ wife \13, 
Anton Porter said he It 
HUii. hut said he \\Cima. , 
trnck. 
Crime, 111 ho,p1tah.ri 1 
a taull in the s} -.tem · '. 
O'Kccfei.aid. butju,trcl: 
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!edical Schools Report Decline Of Minority Applicants 
1,so" r. s~ 11T11 
,S1aff Wri1er 
~ntreport published by the American Association of Medical Col-
\lidthere has been an I I-percent drop in minority applicants to med-
:clleges for the 1996-97 class. 
j:lomia's Proposition 209, which banned the use of race or gender pref-
,.-tlDCOllege admissions. and lhe more recent Hopwood ruling in Texas 
blame for this sharp decrease in applicants says the AAMC. 
;Hopwood ruling. which also ruled that admissions practices based 
!,.ill and gender preference is illegal, affected Texas. Louisiana and 
,sippi since the ruling came from a circuit court last year. 
gh the numbers show a decline across the board when it comes 
~cants to medical schools. the percentage of "under-represented 
~• dropped more than two points more lhan all others. 
31tribu1c the decline 10 a compilation of factor:;. 
xieis a lot of media ancntion focused on the fact that medical schools 
i'((pting.one, less people and two. less minorities," said Kobie Dou-
psteond- year Howard University medical s1uden1. "So if I'm an 
::in1and I sec thal news s1ory 1hcn I might 1hink !hat it was not worth 
mg and I might think about doing somc1hing else." 
~ntly, this discouragcmcn1 has cut into the applicant pool of 
rd's medical school as well. 
,,Cannon, assbmnt dean for s1uden1 affairs and admissions for the 
Jiil l'ru\er;it1 .Medical School. said numbers show 1herc is already 
drop m applicants. 
ll(lculculoted a four-percent decrcasc in applicant~ for the I 998 class 
On the other hand, some schools, like George Wash-
ington Medical School, arc enjoying an overflow in 
minority applicants. Many students are looking toward 
the East Coast to meet their professional school needs 
because they don't feel comfortable at schools in states 
with anti-affirmative action programs, said Brian 
McGrath, assistant director of admissions for medical 
school at George Washington. 
"It's interesting, our applications are 1101 down, in fact 
they've increased, which is kind of surprising given 
what seems to be happening nationally." McGralh said. 
"Perhaps people from Califomia, Louisiana, Texas and 
Mississippi have decided to send applications here." 
Cannon suggested that there is also another way 10 
increase minority applicants in the future. Inspire and 
prepare kids at an early age to apply to medical school. 
"There is a need to prepare students at the high 
school level and encourage and counsel, and advise 
!hem as 10 what they should be doing and not doing 
10 prepare 1hem for medical school," Cannon said. 
She said this would insure a competi1ive pool of 
applicants in the future. 
Currently, Blacks only make up only a third of aJ I 
medical doclors in the nation. 
"So you see there is a need," Cannon said. "You see 
how far we have to go." 
,at I.now if we will catch up to current levels of decline. but last 
ti!t!C wa, no significant drop." Cannon said. 
Photo by Behnda Vickerson 
Enrollment in the Howard University Medical School has dropped, indicated a trend in 
fewer minority applicants across the country. 
lingle-Sex Health Clubs Supported in Massachusetts 
omen-Only Gyms Continue To Get Backing With New Law 
tone without men loolJng may soon 
be able to due 10 a new initiative led 
h) Massachusetts officials. 
tomics or other fcmal- related surg-
eries. 
ln a released statement, Rep. 
S:.d.:g~ Rene goes lo Burr 
,rum to work out. she s:ud 
·1 care if the men watch 
. ._, long as she gch to use 
mcnt and have fun. 
:.krmysclf equal to men:• 
The law. which was passed in 
Massachusells and makes fema le-
only and male-only gyms legal. has 
Mirred controversy throughout the 
nation. 
Doug Petersen (D-Mass) said there 
are numerous reasons people would 
feel more comfortable in single-
sex gym. 
"There are older women who feel 
embarrassed or uncomfortable 
exercising in the presence of men,·· 
said Petersen, who sponsored the 
bill. "[The gym] is a fairly intimate 
environment, you're in a semi-state 
of dress. You' re in au sorts of posi-
tions that leave women. and men 
for that mailer ... vulnerable." 
kminore human development 
1.12d. ··so I exerci~c in the 
f\JX they do. As a mailer of 
·-.iofthe timc the, help me 
h't 113,e a problem work 
It wns backed by Massachusclls 
Gov. Paul Cellucci and other state 
representativ•!s. Massachusetts 
joins a handful of states that support 
single-sex gyms. 
•ith or in front of them ... 
~cc women who want 10 
Supporters argue that many 
women prefer to exercise in private. 
panicularly if they ha\'C been phys-
icaU) abused or have had mastcc- But people and groups who 
1roposed Memorial For 
Hr Force Opposition 
l\farines Claim Priority 
~er Arlington Site 
~IE\ GRW 
Sll1ff \Vri1er 
,iisal 10 build a mammoth memorial to Air 
ittmn,. on the same grassy hill in Arlington. 
l!Y:r the two Jima Memorial to fallen Marines 
c.ipturing outmge from Marines and residents 
lt.lJ. ~!any charge that the hill is too ~mall to 
5Kllher memorial and that traffic will clog the 
. cl.1tered streets. 
11:Alhat Marines and residents disapprove of a 
·ollbcingerectcd 10 honor the nation's youngest 
. lnnch. 
,ue. they say. is why should the $30-million 
:ii be built on a space held sacred to Marines 
·110 their backyards? 
elaid all along that the Air Force should have 
for the memorial. 
Poinung to a site near the Robert F. Kennedy Stadi-
um and on a traffic circle at the end of a bridge on the 
Potomac River, Foundalion executive Robert Springer 
turned down another site that was offered by the Park 
Service in a triangular block near the National Air and 
Space Museum. 
Springer predicted lhat after hours of touring exhibits 
at the Smithsonian Museum, visitors would not want 
to spend more time looking at an aviation-related 
memorial. 
"We fought together all during the war, so it makes 
sense that we can be memorialized together." said 
Springer, deflecting criticism that the proposed struc-
ture will not conjure !he emotion that the Iwo Jima 
Memorial docs. 
"I know there won't be instant emotion, but over a 
period of time. the memorial will evoke a great deal 
of emotion." 
Springer said the Foundation's liking to the Arling-
ton site was fueled by the fact lhat it is near the Fort 
Meyer parade grounds, where Orville Wright intro-
duced llighl to the military in 1908. 
'This our church. The soul of the Marine Corps is buried here. 
ea you put that garish star up there, it's like building a 7-11 in 
your f root yard." 
• 
--Charles G. Cooper 
President of the lwo Jima Preservation Cornmittee 
. lljust shouldn't be as\urcd a spot in a loca-
l! thi~ one,' said Clay1on D..:puc. chairman of 
~of lwo Jima, a citizens group that has col-
lllXtthan 1600 signa1ures 10 block plans to build 
memorial just 500 feel from the lwo Jima. 
rN. the group joined Rep. Gerald 8.H. Solo-
1-W)a former Marine, in filing a lawsuit to add 
11101e, to block the proposal. 
the Air Force Memorial Foundation's propos-
t:kl the ultra-modern structure has cleared the 
Capilal Planning Commission, it sti ll awaits 
llfrom two other comm1ss1ons that hold the key 
l.kmorial's exi~tcnce. 
concern over already scant park mg and potcn-
1iroamental Mr.tins from tour buses that would 
ihou1Ands of visitors 10 the hill each year. rcsi-
ilhc nearby high-rise condominiums question 
~Foundation chose the Arlington site af1er the 
Park Service identified 17 other potential sites 
After five years of pushing to erect the structure, the 
g.roup has raised roughly $12 million to finish con-
struction. II is still unclear, however, when construc-
tion will begin and be comple1ed. 
Crit ics of the proposal say lhc mcmorial's design 
clashes with Lhe tradilional cast of the lwo Jima, whose 
jade shell depicts five Americans hoisting an Ameri-
can nag in the middle of ball le. The design calls for a 
three-dimension, black-iron star to shoot 50-feet into 
the air. 
Many critics and residents say they fear 1he structure 
wi ll dwarf the lwo Jima Memorial :md the Netherlands 
Carillon, another memorial on the hill . 
"They want that ground up there because it's hollowed 
1crri1ory. They want instant 1radition," said Charles G. 
Cooper, president of the lwo Jima Preservation Com-
mittee. "This our church. The soul of t he Marine Corps 
is buried here. When you put that garish star up there, 
i1's like building a 7-1 1 in your front yard." 
oppose the law claim that it is sex-
isl and promotes discrimination. A 
coalilion of men and the National 
Organi ,.a1ion for Women have 
auackcd the law. 
··Essentially i1 lcgalilcs discrimi-
nation based on gender,·· said 
Cheryl Garrity, president of 1he 
Massachuseus chapter of NOW. 
Rene said 1hc law promotes dis-
crimination as well. 
"Il's really not fair:· she said. ··1 
don't understand why we can't 
work out together. ft's not like the 
men arc going to grab you-or some-
thing. Men do give you attention. 
but I like that. But they understand 
that you are here to work out and 
1hey leave you alone." 
The issue gained attention when 
auomey James Foster sued Hcalth-
works, a female-only gym, for lhe 
right to become a member. The 
gym was near his home and he 
wanted 10 join because of its con-
venient location. A judge ruled 1ha1 
the gym could not exclude men. 
"I can sec why women want to 
exercise alone:· said Adiah Fer-
ron. a sophomore English major 
who works out in Burr Gym. ·•1 can 
sec how it cou ld make some 
\\Omen feel insecure especially if 
the} are already insecure about 
their bodies. There should be sin-
gle-sex gyms for those people who 
do feel insecure." 
As for Rene, she said she will 
continue to work out in co-ed gyms. 
·•1 feel more comfortable around 
the guy~," she said. "They help me 
out when I need it and they don 'I 
care about how you look or what 
you are wearing. They don't get 
jealous. I think it's g.rcat." 
Black College Reunion Returns To 
Daytona Beach In April For 14th Year 
By D ANA l\l. WILLIAMS 
Hilltop Sraff Wrirer 
For the 14th year in a row. Day-
tona Beach will host the Black Col-
lege Reunion \Veekend set for April 
16-J 9. 
The Strategic Planning Group of 
Washington, D.C. has decided to 
run the program this year in hopes 
of "returning it to its roots." 
Ira Sockowitz, of SPG, said lhings 
will be different this year. 
"In years pas! it's just been a big 
party, it's lost its focus in the last 
couple of years," Sockowiu said. 
The focus of the Black College 
Reunion was initially to unite stu-
denls at historically black colleges 
and universities with alumni of 
IIBCUs who could help students 
make decisions about graduate and 
law school. Over the years the focus 
of the reunion was lost and became 
a party for studentsn on Spring 
Break. 
This year SPG has decided to not 
only make 1he reunion an opportu-
nity for job networking, but also a 
reunion for partying with fellow 
students and alumni of HBCUs 
over Spring Break. 
"Right now we're looking at some 
major artisls," Sockowitz said. 
"There will be two major concerts. 
Friday and Saturday night, thal will 
go four hours long. We're also hav-
ing four different stages of the 
reunion such as a Caribbean festi-
val. an Old-School show and vari-
ous bands that will perfonn on the 
stage out by the beach." 
The reunion will also include a 
comedy show. step show, car show, 
hair show. and sports tournaments 
in conjunction with the Career Fair. 
The Career Fair will feature 
employment recruiting from up to 
100 employers, resume writing and 
career counseling, and industry-
specific seminars on sports and 
music. 
Sockowilz said SPG is active in 
the African-American community 
and hope the event will give 1he 
community access 10 college s1u-
dents. 
"My partner. James Day. allend-
ed Morehouse [College] and he 
sees this reunion as an opportunity 
to let alumni come network with he 
next generation of leaders.• he said. 
Other events 1ha1 will be at vari-
ous venues throughout Daytona 
Beach will include: a 3-on-3 bas-
ketball tournament, 5-on-5 basket-
ball 1ournamcnt (where the win-
ners will play a team of pro athletes 
and music celebrities on Sunday). 
a softball tournament, beach vol-
leyball tournament, and top DJ's 
from the Washington, D.C. area 
that will perform at various night-
clubs in the area. 
For more information about the 
Black College Reunion check out 
their web site that is continuously 
updated at: http://www.blackcol-
legereunion.com. 
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The United Ministries 
at Howard University 
{I 
The Dean of the Chapel 
~zq ~eOnezOay ~rr&icez 
1fo{y Communion 
- & '1/ie Imposition of Jtslies 
February 25, 1998 
12:10 PM & · 5:15 PM 
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel 
Howard University 
Dr. Bemard L. Richardson, Dean 
1Roman Catholic Chaplain 
• 
Sunday Mass 
THE H ILLTOP 
p1scopa 
invites 
Students, Faculty, Staff 
to a faithful observance of 
Lent1998 
Ash Wednesday, February 25, 
n1vers1ty 
11:00 a.m. - Confessions, Counseling Room 
12:10 p.m. • Eucharist with Ashes 
Rankin 
Rankin 
Rankin 
Divinity5cli 
Thurman(\ 
5:15 p.m. - Eucharist with Ashes 
5:30 p.m. - Eucharist with Ashes 
Sunday's 
9:00 a.m. - Eucharist Carnegie 
Tuesday's 
11:15 a.m. - Morning Prayer Carnegie 
6:30 p.m.- Absalom Jones/Canterbury 
Club meeting and Bible Study 
Forward Day by Day Carnegie 
Wednesday's 
12:00 p.m. - Eucharist and Bible Study 
Gospel of John College of Medicb 
Room 206 
Thursday's 
11:15 a.m. - Morning Prayer Carnegie 
Friday's 
11:00 a.m. - "Leaming for Discipleship 
and Witness" 
Roman Catholic Cha lain Sunday Mass 
Carnegie Building 1 
iFr. Jer~ Hargrove, Ph.D. (o) 806-57 47 
• 
• 
Carnegie Building 1 0:00a 
Fr. Jerry Hargrove, Ph.D. (o) 806-57 47 
(h) 638-3214 
(f) 638-3213 
E-mail: HUNewmanCr@AOL.COM i (h) 638-3214 
• 
• l (f) 638-3213 
• 
' 
' I 
E-mail: HUNe~anCr@AOL.COM 
!NEWMAN CLUB 
• 
;Fr. Jer~ Hargrove, Ph.D., Director 
I 
;Ms Lusekelo Mbisa, President 
I 
' 
' • I 
• I 
Daily Mass 
T ues.-Fri. 4:30p 
Rankin Chapel 
Confessions 
Prior to Mass or by 
appointment 
~Meetings Wednesdays, 7:00p in Lower Rankin Chapel 
I 
' • I 
• 
' 
' I 
' • 
• I 
I 
' • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' 
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' I 
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ASH WEDNESDAY-25 FEBRUARY 1998 
MASS AND THE IMPOSITION OF ASHES 
4:30PM RANKIN CHAPEL 
NEWMAN CLUB 
Fr. Jerry Hargrove, Ph.D., Director 
s Lusekelo Mbisa, President 
Daily Mass 
Tues.-Fri. 4:30p 1 
Rankin Chape 
Cont essions 
Prior to Mass or by 
appointment 
eetings Wednesdays, 7:00p in Lower Rankin Chapel 
Top Ten Reasons to be a Roman Catholic 
1. We are the community that remembers Jesus. 
. Catholicism has universality .. 
Catholics make bold claims. 
. The Church is a family. 
. We have splendid heroes and heroines. 
. Catholics always have something to celebrate . 
. We draw on a rich spirituality. 
. We take staunch stands on peace and justice . 
. The Church can contain tensions. 
0. It's your turn . 
~\\', FrnRUARY 20, 1998 I l THE HTLLTOP A9 
Peace Corps Salutes 
African American History Month 
Symposium: African Americans in International Business 
Panelists include: 
Gretchen Cook 
Associate Director of Ralph J. Bunche International Affairs Center 
and Melvin Foote 
Executive Director Constituency for Africa 
Tuesday, February 24 
1990 K Street, NW 
7th Floor Conference Rooms 
---· WIN /\ TRIP TO MTV'S SPRING BAE/\t<! 
. ~ 
lffi"', MAMMOTH RECORDS and STUDENT ADVANTAGE-~ fie: 
I iif BUZZ BIN CD 
SPRING BAE/\H 
CONTEST 
PRIMITIVE RI\D1O GODS 
\IHE C/\RDIG~NS 
' 
' I THE CHEMICAL BROTHERS 
'• 
Cl\t<E • •• _ 
111 
~sitwww.studentadvantage.com 
trwww.mtv.com and enter to win. 
ORAHD PRIZE: f•t •r • p •o• 
· ., : 1,1 TV'J. Sp,Jog Bri>ali t~~, 
J,1 , - • 1(Y.j 3 PJ r•, '' VANS CJ.':~ 
SECOND PRJZE1 ,•1 2 con·p ~e 
·01•. ·oa "d C<> ;es 'rorr 
X2 Snowboards : i; : ,:. • • • J ; 
• 
~·# ' 
,, COUNTING CROWS 
• 
.. ,-FOLK IMPlOSION 
, 
, 
.• THE Fll\MINCi LIPS 
•.. GOO GOO DOLLS 
,. N/\OA SURF 
,- LIVE 
,O'ANGElO , 
I 
\·. '"~~:in--, -x: "'Ii"' C-'1·lmi I~·~ u ~·x•"" •·n-- MTV 
Buu e,n \ldl.rn1o 2 • ~ '1N :;.:, c' ,, ;;, t .-:1 1.11" "" '.-:> 
t1 ~ .,e ,-ex.• Sru:lent A.d\,.lf\U9• 1.0 . · ·, ~ , • • CO i• 
f O Nf" Al'«lnls J j ~~ , • SJ. · :n, --;u a• 1m:c ,.., 
n., · r. 11'·1 ·n r. \fJV CD Ol.fl!Je. 
::-Sl! -~t,.~rrcrti, ,. -..• .. .- M . ,, 
,,..,...,. ~s .., -.p:r.·,,, ··~~t:-:oo'!:..-C..,,tr-.Col a ... 
• !- k,JnJ'":0"'""'";•1 : -.inrrOl"i 
•1 •>OS,~...t t 
"'•"'--"' ·-- ......... " -· --· \ ,. :f \' ft ,. • A A •t 'l' '11 ,:W,, 
February 13. l 99S 
IEMORANDUM 
THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY 
OM: Religious Emphasis We.ck Committee 
Religious Emphasis Week 1998 
Religious Emphasis \\'eek is Coming, March 8-15.1998 
• 
ur theme is 11The Spiritual and Edtical Dimension~ of Leadership·'. For the 
vent to be successful, we are encouraging the active participation of all 
cademic units, taith communities, student organizations, support units and staff 
rganizations. 
Use this week in whatever rnanner you choose to reflect upon the various 
challenges we confront in our personal, spiritual and intellectual lives. 
• Plan a special program. Each office, department, school <>r college 5hould 
celebrate its unique relationship to the Howard University Cornmunity. 
• 
• 
Participation may take the fonn of lectures, scripture studies, forums. 
worship gatherings, perfonnances, silent meditations. readings. sharing and 
music. 
Provisions have been made to allocate 15 to 45 minutes during 
this week (except 5:00 to 8:30 p.rn ., Monday through fridays) 
in Andrew Rankin ~1en1orial Chapel to any office/group that 
requests its use. 
Should you need assistance with the planning, promotion 
and publicizing of your program, please call Father Hayden. Chairperson of 
Religious E1nphasis \Vcck at (202) 806-7908. 
Let us work to make this a ti1ne of encouragement, learning, healing, and 
Empowerrnenl for the Howard University co1nrnunity as we engage "The 
' iritual and Ethical Dimensions of Leadershi .'' 
:30 a.m. 
OOpm 
:00 p.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
Ludersh~n tht Medi.a 
Andrtwkin Memorial Chapel 
Panelists Mr. Torn Brokaw, M.1naging Editor and Anchuf, NBC Nightly New~ 
Mr. Jeffrey K Lee, Presiclent • BlilCk Entertainment Tele\1i.smn Cable 
Netwo1k and BIT on /ir..: 
Ms. C.11ole Simpson, Andior-AOC Sunday World e1,•s Sunday" 
United Mim~trw~ Forum for Hightir Education 
BLickbum lmiver~il)• C\'f'lter Callery L1..1ungt' 
Moderator Dr JuliJnne MJlVt'.'IUX, Ec(lnomi,~ Columni ·1, L«tu~r, Motwator, Educato 
and Ci~k Leader 
Maya Angelou, Pulit«r Pritt-winning Author and Pott 
Cnmlon Aud itorium 
Lfad,11hip in Gov,mmenl 
Andrtw Rankin Mtmorial Otaf>!I 
ranelisb: The Hon. l:a rl Hillard, Coogressman from Alabama 
The Hoo. Louis Stokes, Cmgressman from Ohi:> 
The Hoo. Douglas Wilder, Distinguished Profes!()r-Cenrerfur 
Pubbc Policy, Virginia Commonwealth Univer.;ity 
Lfadtnhip in Business 
Andnw Rankin Memorial ClHpel 
Key Not, Spr.kt r. Mr. Funk ~vage, Ctuinnin•Alli.ulct Capital 
M•n.agment lnlem.1tionil and Ch.airwn of tht 
Howa.ril University Board of TNstees 
Dr. Na'im Akbar, Professor of Psychology, Florida State University 
Cnmlon Auditorium 
Frid• M.ln:h 13 1998 
12.-00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
orrung Pnyer 
Andnw bnkln Mtmorial Otaptl 
Rfliiion's Role in World Affairs· "The P.tp.,I Visit to Cuba" 
Sponsored by lhe Ralph J. Banche Center 
Ralph J, Bunche Center 
•Sund,1ys .it tht Ctuper• 
Featured Artist: Dr. Raymond Jackson, Pianl$t 
S onsored b lht Friends of lhf Cha el 
FRIDAY, F EBRUARI) AIO THE HILLTOP 
EDITORIAi A 
THE 111 I JLTOP 
''Make of me always a man [woman] 
who questions.'' 
--Frantz Fanon 
Legalizing Mary Jane 
Weed, pot. Mary Jane. Just a few of the names for about the availability of an illegal drug even if it is for med-marijuana. a substance made from the hemp ical purposes. marijuana should be legalized for medical pur-plant that h smoked Marijuana conjures images poses. 
of children of the 1960s and people of the 1990s lighting up Until some hetter remedy can be found to soothe !he pains 
fort.he euphoria a joint can bring. of these patients, whatever solution is available should be 
Among illegal substances. marijuana is probably consid- utilized. 
ered the most benign and the most utilized by otherwise Marijuana has been called a gateway drug, or a drug that 
upstanding citizens. Baby boomers, no leads to !he use of other, harder drugs. This 
matter how corporate America they may ____ O_U_R __ V_IE __ W_: ___ may be true, but the people who would 
be now, probably lit up al least once in benefit from the legalization oflhedrug for 
!heir lives •• and most inhaled. Marijua- Marijuana should be medical purposes are not looking to exper-
na, !hough. is acquiring a new image -- legalized for iment with illegal substances, or even try-
medical salvation. medical use. ing 10 get high. 
Cancer patients undergoing chemother- They are trying 10 Mop re.II pain. Every 
apy and people with glaucoma find that marijuaM alleviates law has a loophole and in reality someone may find a <loc-
lheir suffering. tor willing to dismiss the rules, but such extreme efforts to 
Medical professionals have found rhat marijuana relieves get the drug seem incompatible with what man} know of the 
pain as no other prescribed medication can. Most pain availability of marijuana. 
relievers often bring their own side effects. but marijuana Marijuana is not difficult to get. So the argument that it will 
does not seem 10 cause the patient any extra suffering. allow easier access for those who are not sick and are sim-
Forcancer patients, !he drug allows them 10 be treated more ply looking for a high is unlikely. 
effectively. Chemotherapy. the radiation treatment used 10 Lawmakers. police, doctors and patients must all work 
kill the cancerous cells, is often as painful as the actual dis- toget.her 10 ensure the maintenance of the laws. Just as pre-
ease. Violent nausea and body aches associated with scription medication is harmful to anyone who has not been 
chemotherapy are eased by smoking marijuana. prescribed the medicme, so it is with marijuana. 
Legalization of marijuana for medical purposes has already Marijuana would be as any other prescription medicine. 
found its way into California. Arizona. Florida and Wash- The pa1ien1 should be the only recipient, no one else. Those 
ington, D.C. may not be far behind. Although critics worry who are dying and suffering are emitted 10 whmever relief 
they can find. Even in the form of marijuana. 
Reclaiming Our History 
The ancient civilization of Egypt 1s greatly lauded for its accomplbhments. Best known are !he pyramids created by the Egyptians. but also imponant are the 
techniques developed 10 domesticate animals and produce 
food. Debates have raged for decades about the methods of 
the Egyptians. Scholars have failed lime and time againto 
discover the precise techniques the Egyptians used to build 
the architectural wonders !hey left behind. 
Is it any wonder !hat everyone wants to claim the Egyp-
tians as their ancestors? 
European also. 
Some Egyptian dyna,ties did move from Nubia via !he Nile 
River at one point. Later, the French. Greeks and Arabs 
moved into the nonhem area. 
Although Black revolutionaries rejected the negative con-
notations of the term Black by claiming it as a label. many 
people of color have not reached 1ha1 level. 
Whi le race was not a concept then. applying the people or 
yesterday 10 the standards of today does put them into racial 
categories. 
The age-old debate about the race of the..------------~ UNESCO performed a melanin test on 
Egyptians, whether they were Black or OUR VIEW: mummies buried m the pyramid~ in 1972. 
White. has been refueled in a paper writ- We have a right to the The 1es1 showed a henvy concentration of 
ten by Howard University professor Ann history of Egypt. melanin suggesting the mummy was dark-
Macy Roth. skmned. Ahhough originally pem1i11ed 10 
Although wriuen three years ago. "Building Bridges to perform the test by the Egyprian government. once the 
Afrocentrism: A Lener to My Egyptological Colleagues,' results were revealed the government stopped any funher 
was recently put on a web site and allgedly distributed by a testing. 
Howard professor. Race, though. is nor really the point•· location is. Effons 
Roth contends that any auempt 10 put Egyptians in an Afro- or Europeans to claim Egyptians as 1he1r own created a nonh 
centric light is an efTon 'at increasing the self-esteem and Africa/Middle East separation from the rest of the so-called 
confidence of African Americans by stressing the achieve- "dark continent." 
ments of African civilizarions, principally ancient Egypt." Plncmg Egypt and its ancielll inhabitant, in Europe denied 
Roth doe,<, acknowledge ''the other great African cultures." that g1ea1ness could come from people of color Roth abo 
such as Nubia in her paper, but 10 allow Egypt to be put tnto reJec1s the African and European as "subjective and prob• 
the hands of people of African descent seems to be 100 much lematic," but Egypt is in Africa. 
10 admit. As descendants of African people, we have every right 10 
The paper does contain some truth, though. Race, as she claim the Egyptians n, our own. If they were jct black. brown. 
writes, is a social concept not created by God or some other or purple, they were Africans. Any notion 10 the contrary per-
natural tradition, but rather by man. petuates an erroneous European view. 
The ancient Egyptians <lid not call themselves Black Although Roth said she regrets her paper was displayed on 
because that 1em1 did not exist. Modem Egyptians do not call an anti-Afrocentric web site, her regret does not improve the 
1hemselves Black because Black is believed to be synony- anti-Afrocentric content of her paper. 
mous with poor. The debate over Egypt can be ended simply. Egypt is a pan 
Roth said the modem Egyptian's identification with Europe or Africa and as people of African descent we are entitled 
rather than with Africa prove.\ the ancient Egyptians were to the hb1ory of ancient Egypl and its people. 
Money In Elections 
Not only does February herald Black History useful. but it also constmcts a barrier. Month and Valentine's Day. it also begins the Those with vision and integrity would be well suited e lections process nt Howard. Othetwise ordinary to leadership ro les in the University. but those who do 
students declare their intentions 10 lead the University in not have money will find the deposit 10 be an obs tacle. 
whatever fomm they choose. whether it be the Howard People with an affluent background or some other sim-
University Student Assoc iation. a member of the board pie means of obtaining money are the ones who will be 
of trustees or a ~chool or college representative. able 10 run. 
Candidates mobi lize friends and associates to help them Candidates who arc able to find the money for the 
in their quest, as they shake hands and kis~ up to poten- deposit encounter funher monetary obstacles. Limits 
lial voters. The University functions as a microcosm of used to be placed on the amount candidates could spend 
the real world. and nothing demonstrates this more then on public relations and advert ising, and for those who 
the democratic process here. went over the limit. fines were imposed.This year the pol-
Contrary to popular opinion not a ll ,----,----,.==-----~ icy was abandoned.The limits should be 
politicians are bad, but the object of OUR VIEW; reinstated so that some of the emphasis 
every candidate is to win, and this goal Money has become too on economic means is taken away. 
is often achieved by any means neces- , • h The elections process should be about 
sary. Unfortunately. the means are unportant ID t e ideas and ways 10 improve the Univer-
oftcn economic. student elections. sity rat her than the aesthetics of a T-
in the face of vot ing, the apathetic shirt. Candidates must allow their con-
nature of Howard sllldents is overwhelming. Candidates cepts and plans 10 lead their campaign. 
must do a ll they can to impress the small percentage of Perhaps elections should be ru n solely on speak outs 
students who do take the time to make their voices with no advertising 10 promote political involvemem. 
henrd. In the end. T-shirts, posters and wind breakers with Some may see the notion of beliers leading campaigns 
the candidate's name on it seem 10 be the d ifference rather than money as idealistic, but they should realiz!: 
between victory and defeat. The pre11ies1 logo and the that if all the candidates adopted this phi losophy it 
most exciting colors take the place of substantive cam- would no longer be an ideal but a reality. 
paigning. Arc you advocating populari ty, money and the status 
When one student out of every five goes to the voting quo or innovat ion, crea tivi ty and diversity? Fault . 
booth, often the most visible name is chosen. The revo- though, is not solely on an elections commillee that 
lutionary nature of Howard goes against this practice. a llows money 10 rule democracy or candidates that buy 
If it takes money to achieve power. then the elect ions into materialistic methods of winning. Fault a lso lies 
enforce the status quo, not just at Howard, but in the with voters who do not care enough about the condi-
world. tion of their school to be informed. 
The rich mle and the poor need not apply. A school of 11 ,000 students should not be have an elec-
The entire elections process seems to favor those with tions speak 0111 with barely 40 people present. Every Stu• 
money and not j ust in the advertis ing aspect of seeking dent at Howard has complained about some aspect of the 
an office. University, but of those how many have a11ended a speak 
Candidates for HUSA must pay $250 dollars, while the out or voted? 
trustee candidates pay $100 dollars. This practice ensures Apathy produces nothing but involvement can change 
that the candidates follow the rules, and in this respect is the face of this Universi ty. 
7 
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OUR MISSION 
As one of the oldest student institutions at Howard University, The Hilltop setl! 
en1body the University's motto of Truth and Service. 
Since 1924, The Hilltop has served as the watchdog of the University, facilitati~~ 
access to information and stimulating critical tfiought and intellectual debatt 
Through our news coverage and lead opinion-making, we hope to set a stand111 
collegiate newspapers and j ournalism. We chan1p1on the student voice \\ilrul 
Universities across this nation and around the world. 
As a member of the Black P,ress, it is our duty to seek out news that affect~ th,t 
lives and political being of A:frican Americans so that we mav detcrn1ine our rot.; 
Without kno wledge of ourselves, we are like a tree without roots. 
ELCOl\lE ETIERS ANO 
THE HJLLTOP encourages you to share your views, opinions and ideas. We p11b/i1 
material addressed to 11s, and ro11ti11ely edit letters for space and style. Letters as well as Cl 
taries 11111st be typed signed with full addresses and telephone 1111111bers. 
The opinions expressed 011 the Editorial Page are solely the 1•iell's of the Editorial Boo I 
do not reflect the opinions of Howard University, its ad111i11is1ra1io11, THE HILLTOP BoarJ 
st11de111s. 
Please address letters and comments to: 
Editorial editor 
The Hilltop 
2251 Sherman Ave. NW 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
N ATALIE Y. MOORE 
Editor in C'hief 
E RIN F. l\.tc K1N~Ev 
1'-fanagmg editor 
V ALY:'IICIA S.\ U:-iDl,RS & 
BOBBY \VIII rF. 
Campus editors 
KEY\ GR\\.'ES 
City edi tor 
Lou.Y 80\\ EAN 
Nation editor 
Kl'NNETIJ Rll1'SEl ,L 
World editor 
CAl\llU.E ACKER 
Editorial editor 
JANJ!IIE li.\.Rl'ER 
FreeStyle editor 
ALAlN JOSEPH 
On Line edi tor 
ZERI t'IE HtJ<ams 
Pulse editor 
K \RIN f ll.\ Wtm \TON 
Sports editor 
8 ~'.l .lN D\ VICKERSON 
Photo editor 
1'1'-1.\ J OIINSO:"ll·i\-1 \RCEI , 
Chief Copy edi tor 
Ronwu BISHOP 
Copy editor 
CHANA GARCIA 
Copy editor 
ALEXIS HENR\' 
Copy editor 
KOBlNA YANKAH 
Graphics editor 
Mll,l, ICENT SPRINGS 
Bus iness M anager 
A M F'. LIA Conn 
Asst. Business Manager 
MICHRLLE ARRINGTO"i 
Adve1tising l'vtanager 
ADPOLIC\ 
Fridaybdext 
pubUcation. Wt 
sc, en days prior l$J 
15 percent design f« 
charged lo al 
acco,mts ~ 
non-oumn~ 
artwork and 
chec~ money onff\ 
cash.O~caDjii 
local ad\er&m-1 
payment upon...-
order. The HllltopP 
right to refuse ay ii 
Call 202.806.6866 I« 
,o•,f'EBRUAKY 20, 1998 THE HILLTOP All 
Howard University General Assembly Elections Comrnittce: 
Damon Waters, Chairman 
~E THL:NDEROLIS VOI(~ES OF THE VOl~E 
HUSA Debate 
Tuesday,February 24, 1998 
at7pm 
Drew Hall 
Come out and and find out 
what the candidates want 
to do for you 
ALL DATES, TIMES, AND LOCATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
*Will take place if runoff is D(lCessary. 
*Questions? Please call 806-5425 or conic to Rm 109 in the Blackburn Center. 
Howard Universily General Assembly Elections Commiltcc: 
Damon Waters, Chairman 
THE l~HllNDEROllS VOICES OF THE vo·1~E 
Trustee Debate 
Thursday, February 26, 1998 
at 7pm 
Blackburn Center Forum 
Come out and and find out 
what the candidates want 
to do for you 
ALL DATES, TIMES, AND LOCATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
*Will take place if runoff is nl'CessarJ. 
*Questions? Please call 806-5425 or come to Rm 109 in the Blackburn Center. 
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T1mH11,LTOr FRIDAY, FEBRl ' 
Ho,vard University (ieneral Assembly Elccti(lns (:ommittec: 
l),1m<)J1 Wfttcrs Chairman 
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Volunteers Needed! 
• 
• 
ers 
Come to Room 109 i n Blackb • urn to sign-up 
ALL DATES, TIMES, AND l.10CA~fIONS AR•: SUBJF:Cl, TO CHANG•: 
*Will take place if runoff is nt.'Cessary. 
*Questions? Please call 806-S425 (>r come to Rm 109 in the Blackburn Center. 
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VIRTUAL PETS 
PROVIDE 
HASSLE-FREE 
RESPONSIBILITY 
Photos by Belinda Vickerson 
pets offer owners a chance to practice responsibility at 
~Pflce. 
Who needs a hnng, breathmg pel when you can 
:cl rcahl)'? 
, H trtual reality pct? It 
G!t<:n's l>c~l friend. 
1 onrippin' because I 
• Green said. 
. ;.year-old :1ccnunting 
_j ,he is oiten asked 
!hJt they arc good at 
re,ponsibiht).W Green 
yoo neglect it for a sec-
:imi; could hap-
1dcg. Today. sh..: only has 
tid,1 Green ,aid Bethrc 
kflforthrce m<inth~ and 
rue 1akrng stuns from 
fir..t unwrap the pet. 
1pl.,tic stnp that mu,t 
off 10 bnng it to lifo. 
\orl. it\ a pager ,tnd u 
rtllnI pct key chain is 
•poltrd on everyone s 
<.a1d 'Jwyla John,on. a 
I: u\lerning at a summer 
1~ment program The 
be was n:,p1n1si hie lnr 
Some of the /\si:m chil-
~e bringing them back 
'\il. Her fir~t pcl came as 
a gift. 
"One of the children gave me 
one - 11 "'a~ the Dmkce Dino 
dinosaur, Johnson s.1id 
Johnson doesn't see these talk-
ing. mini computers as .n1ything 
more than a cute collector's item 
that is ensy to get attached to. 
"I have four of thc111, all but one 
grew to their full maturity." she 
~aid. "The other. my Tumagotch, 
lllll} lasted until the , irtual year 
of eight 
Japan conceived the fir)t of the 
virtual pets called 'J'Jmagotchi or 
' lovable egg' in Japanese. These 
creatures. made by the creators of 
the ~tighty Morphin Power 
Rangers. jumped off the shelves 
of Japane,e toy stores in October 
1996. 
When the) were introduced in 
New York City's F.A.O. 
Schwartz Toy Ston:. 12.000 
were sold. In Hong 
Kong. originals 
sell for $259 to 
$775. The 
"sec-
on d 
genera-
tion" retails 
for $ I 04 to 
$388. a bag difference in price 
from the average price in the Unit-
ed States. which rnnges from $8 
tl $20. depending on the brand 
and generation. 
Virtual pets can live for a span 
of 30 11unagotchi years -- or 30 
<la)~- On the back of the egg is n 
tiny button marked reset. When 
pressed the living pct is released 
to cyberspace to make a new pet. 
The pet's parent controls every-
thing. 
The craze over virtual reality 
pets have prompted "experienced" 
pct owners to publish their pet 
feeding tips on the hundreds of 
websites that cropped up. One 
sight is called Tama Tips. 
Thc~e toys' appeal stretches past 
aye. smd ..\Ii Ahmudi. a salespc1-
son at Pl11thls of Fancy in Union 
Station. 
"Kids like them for the respon-
sibility," Ahmadi said. 
THE HILLTOP 
Students Reveal Secret Pastime 
By ALEXANDRA P H ANOR 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
There is a light scent of kush incense linger-
ing in Sandra Wilson's* basement apartment. A 
small-framed Wilson is nestled in the center of 
her couch. Placed on the coffee table, in front of 
her, are the essentials: a dime bag. Backwoods, 
an ashtray, a lighter and a Bible. 
Wilson, 21, represents the large number of stu-
dents on campus who smoke marijuana. This is 
not a new habit. Wilson began getting high at the 
age of 13. 
Bl 
\ 
Marijuana 
tance of being with friends when experiencing 
their highs. 
"You don't want to feel shy and reserved, espe-
cially when you're shrooming," Crutcher said. 
"You need cool peeps around." 
Rob Johnson's* choice of drug is more extreme 
than Wilson's or Crutcher. A night of relaxation 
for Johnson means drinking, smoking cigarettes 
and sniffing cocaine. 
"I don't do cocaine regularly," Johnson said 
smiling. "But, if it's there, I'll do it• 
Johnson said he never pays for the drug 
because the people he associates with always 
have it. 
Johnson said the first time he snorted cocaine 
was when he came to Howard, but he stressed 
that he did not get it from anyone on campus. 
"I was curious. It wasn't peer pressure," she said 
while breaking up the thick pieces of marijua-
na, carefully picking out the seeds. "Get the 
seeds and twigs out of there. A lot of people don't 
do that. They're just in a hurry to get high." Opium poppy is the source for opium, 
Johnson said he puts cocaine on his gums. "I 
like that more than sniffing it,• Johnson said. 
morphine and heroin. She said marijuana smokers have to respect the 
herb and smoke it peacefully. 
"You can tell when somebody knows what 
they are doing or when they just got it off a music 
video,• she said. 
tains psilocybin and psilorcin, hallucinogenic 
chemicals. "They grow on cow manure,• Crutch-
er said. 
He is aware of the stigma that goes along with 
doing cocaine, but Johnson said he is a mature 
adult and knows what he is doing. He said he 
does cocaine every other month. 
Is it worth it? 
Wilson is not shy, especially when it comes to 
telling other students that she can roll a blunt bet-
ter then anyone on Howard's campus. 
"It's the most incredible feeling," Crutcher 
said. • It's euphoria. The visual stimulation is 
phat. 
"It's like smoking a cigarette," Johnson said. 
• You can get cancer, but you still do it." 
But, like anything, when you abuse drugs it can 
destroy you. 
"Rolling is very important," she said. "It's 
gotta be tight, so it burns evenly so it won't run. 
I roll it Jamaican-style -- like a baseball bat.• 
What was first curiosity became a lesson in the 
power of the cannabis plant as a religious sacra-
ment. "I use it to meditate and pray to Jab," Wil-
son said. 
"Me and my best friend went to the beach --
the high lasted eight hours. Your senses are so 
sensitive. It gives you a whole new perspective 
011 life." 
"I almost [overdosed] once," Johnson said. 
Johnson said he had too much cocaine and mar-
ijuana. He said he felt as if his body was going 
to explode and the room felt like it was spinning. 
Crutcher said the outdoors is the best place to 
trip. He said he was hesitant about telling his new 
friends at Howard how he spends his free time. 
That scary incident did not stop Johnson from 
using cocaine. 
"That time I just sniffed too much,• he said. "I 
should have taken my time. Now that my body 
is used to cocaine, it doesn't happen any more." 
She takes a strong pull , picks up her Bible and 
smoke pours out of her nostrils as she continues 
to speak. 
"I meet cats who think I'm crazy and stupid," 
Crutcher said. "But who is pulling a 4.0?" 
Both Wilson and Crutcher stress the impor- Johnson said nobody on campus knows about 
his cocaine usage. "In the Bible, it says that the herb was found 
on King Solomon's grave." Wilson said. 
She said the Bible refers to marijuana as being 
the herb that will heal all nations. 
She said it was hard to practice her beliefs when 
she was living in the dorms, but she said there 
are ways to get around the rules. 
Psychedelics used to be the drug of choice for 
mostly White "Grateful Dead" fans, but today's 
users look more Jike "Biggie" fans. 
"I've been 'shrooming' before I came to 
Howard," said David Crutcher*, a business 
major. 
Crutcher consumes hallucinogenic mush-
rooms. Several species of mushrooms can pro-
duce hallucinations. 
The most common is the liberty cap that con-
Heroin 
"I did some coke this Saturday," Johnson said . 
"It was my first in months. It was great.• 
He said that doing cocaine is "a weekend 
thing." 
"Monday, it's back to work, • Johnson said. 
It is not surprising that some students use 
drugs. Howard is not immune to what goes on 
in the world beyond the yard. 
* Names changed to protect identity. 
Photos courtesy of R. Hodgson and P. Miller 
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New Orleans Attracts Millions Of Partygoers For Fat Tuesday Festival 
By H EATHER SAVAGE 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
"Throw me something!" 
is what millions of paraders 
scream out as floats lav-
ished with decorations trav-
el down the metro area of 
New Orleans. 
Mouth-watering Cajun 
cuisine, fresh jazz music, 
the French Quarter and 
Bourbon Street are not the 
only things this town can 
claim. One single event 
transcends all else and has 
been the trademark of New 
Orleans for years -- Mardi 
Gras. 
This festival filled with 
romance, music, parties, 
costumes and masquerade 
balls, has grown into one of 
the world's most popular 
tourist attractions. 
Mardi Gras, French for 
Fat 1laesday, is a legal holi-
day in New Orleans. 
Though the one day climax 
of the season has pagan and 
pre-Christian origins, it was 
legitimized by the Catholic 
Church as a celebration 
before the penitential sea-
son of Lent. The date of 
Mardi Gras is always 46 
days before Easter and can 
fall anywhere between the 
date of Feb. 3 to March 9. 
This year, the Mardi Gras 
season began on Feb. I 3 
with the actual Mardi Gras 
daytime procession occur-
ring next Tuesday. 
During the 12 days before 
Mardi Gras, hundreds of 
parades, private parties, 
and masked balls are 
scheduled throughout New 
Orleans. 
Almost everything is dec-
orated in accordance with 
Mardi Gras' official colors 
-- purple for justice, gold 
for power and green for 
faith. At midnight every-
one puts down their masks 
and turns off the music to 
bring in Ash Wednesday. 
The most distinctive tra-
dition of Mardi Gras 
parades is the throws -- trin-
kets (ornaments, gems, 
necklaces, ring, and color-
ful aluminum coins called 
doubloons) tossed from the 
floats. This arouses crowd 
participation in the day-
long event. The most com-
mon throws arc ones that 
have the parade's theme 
written on them. 
Mardi Gras generates 
almost $1 billion for the 
New Orleans economy 
each year. 
There are no corporate 
sponsors for Mardi Gras, 
thus the Carnival c lub 
members are in charge of 
funding the activities. 
These non-profit organiza-
tions are called krewes, and 
are in many cases named 
after mythological figures 
such as Pegasus and 
Aphrodite. 
The concept behind most 
krewes is autonomy. 
Krcwes may organize 
events ranging from private 
masquerade balls to 
parades through the city. 
Many of them are very 
secretive and do not dis-
close the theme of the 
parade until the actual 
night. 
Each carnival krewe is led 
by a captain, who is in 
charge of the group. Each 
year, a king and queen are 
chosen to reign over the 
parade. Most clubs select 
kings and queens within 
their own krewe. but in the 
past many celebrities like 
Tom Jones, Dolly Parton 
and Wayne Newton were 
chosen to reign. 
Each parade depicL~ a spe-
cific subject, although there 
is no universal theme for 
Mardi Gras. All of the 
maskers on the floats wear 
costumes to illustrate the 
title of that float. 
Zulu, the Carnival's first 
African-American krewe, 
was founded m New 
Orleans in 1909. Straugh-
ter Prophet has been a 
member of the Zulu Social 
and Pleasure Club for 27 
years. 
Prophet reigned as King 
Zulu in 1995 and paraded 
through the town during 
Mardi Gras. He said the 
most exciting area is Bour-
bon Street, where one can 
enjoy the food, drinks and 
night life of New Orleans. 
Mardi Gras was first rec-
ognized in North America 
in 1699. A French explorer 
named Pierre le Moyne, 
Sicur d'Iberville camped on 
the Mississippi River on a 
location 60 miles south of 
New Orleans. 
Since the date of March 3 
was being celebrated as a 
holiday in his native France, 
he named the site Point du 
Mardi Gras. Over the next 
century the Mardi Gras cel-
ebration included masked 
balls and processions of 
decorated carriages on Fat 
Tuesday. 
As many frequent Mardi 
Gras goers say, it is "the 
greatest free show on 
earth." 
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Pulitzer Prize-winning Playwright's 
Play Performed At Studio Theatre 
August Wilson's 'Seven Guitars' Extended For Third Time 
By ZERLINE A. HUGHES 
Pulse Editor 
It takes place in the days of 
snapping peas in the back yard 
and listening to Joe Louis fights 
on the radio. 
It is when knives went out of 
style and people began to carry 
guns. It was the era of transition 
from the Southern plantation 
Negro to the Northern Colored. 
It is 1948 in Pittsburgh's Hill 
District in August Wilson's 
"Seven Guitars," premiering in 
Washington through this week-
end. Playing at the Studio The-
atre, the play is strumming up an 
audience full of laughter and 
tears. 
Months have passed and Floyd 
"Schoolboy" Barton is back on 
the streets, ready to return to the 
blues recording industry with his 
guitar. He's ready 10 venture back 
to Chicago, "the only place for a 
Black man to be." He tries to get 
long-time friends, Canewcll 
(Donald Griffin). Hedley (Freder-
ick Strother), Louise (Cheryl 
Collins) and Red (Gregory Reid, 
Jr.) to go back with him. 
He also attempts to make 
amends with his ex-girl friend 
Vera (Amy-Monique Waddell) by 
sweeping her off her feet with his 
future fame and fortune even 
though the sexy Ruby (Deidra 
La Wan Johnson) has entered the 
scene. When trouble arises, so do 
auitudcs, emotions and destruc-
tion. 
Following Wilson's cycle of 
Pulitler prize-winning plays like 
"Joe Turner's Come and Gone," 
"Ma Rainey's Black Bollom" and 
"The Piano Lesson." "Seven Gui-
tars" Juxiaposes themes of fami ly 
history, African ~piri tualism and 
deprivation. 
Wilson's "Guitars" shows that he 
has a comedic side, even though 
his play<; end in tragedy. Charae-
ters experience relationships, jeal-
ously, greed. love and satisfaction 
by way of the plot, which haphaz-
ardly, but effectively explains 
how Black Americans tried 10 
make it in a time of slow success. 
Well executed under the di rec-
tion of African-American director 
Thomas W. Jones Jr., actors from 
across the country and Howard, 
'Seven Guitars" is a play befitt ing 
for Black History Month or any 
weeknight to satisfy the quench 
of knowledge. art and music. 
The production was slated to 
end last weekend, but has been 
extended to run until March 15. 
Howard Professor Second Featured On 
Showtime Black Filmmakers Showcase 
By CYNARA ROBINSON Company and Gregory Salons to shoot the scenes. 
"Independent filmmakers can't make it work without community sup-
Hilltop Staff Writer port." Babino said. 
The filmmaker stancd with a grant from the D.C. Commission on Arts 
For al l Black people, who have at one point or another speculated about and Humanities. With other grants. such as one from the National Black 
the state of their hair whether natural, straightened. locked or braided. Programming Consortium, along with other personal sources, and the cin-
"Middle Passage N' Roots," is a film that you can relate 10. ematography of Marcus Srnith. Babino was able to complete, in 1995. what 
Ada Babino's "color docudrama" is a half-hour look at the trials and trihu- she call, her baby. 
lations of Black hair. "Making this film was a very rewarding experience." Babino said. "It 
Selected along with live finalists in Showtime Network's 1998 Black was like birthing a baby. in it that it represents you and speaks for you." 
Filmmakers Showcase, the · Babino submitted her 
short film is a product of completed "baby" for 
Babino's production compa- the Black Independent 
ny Jezebel Filmworks. Fi lmmakers Grant in 
The film takes an in-depth September 1997 and 
journey into stories and opin- was notified in Decem-
ions of women and men on bcr that her film was 
Black hair. The plot centers selected to be shown on 
around the story of a young Showtime Network. 
woman who is gelling her Babino who has been 
hair straightened at a salon freelance producing for 
for a job interview. It reflects --~ seven years. has had 
on the old notions of "good previous experience 
hair" and "bad ha ir," and working on fi lms. Right 
forms a new notion of Black o ut of college she 
beauty. worked on the crew of 
"Hair is a serious issue in "Sankofa" (a film by 
the African-American com- Howard professor, 
munity. I've seen from my Haile Gerima) for three 
own ~crsonal expcr(e nce Photo by Ada Balow years. 
how differently people Judge Dancers symboloze ha ir follicles being put unde r the blow dryer in the movie "Mid- "It was a hell of an 
you based on your hair." said die Passage N' Roots." experience working on 
Babino, Howard alumna. that film.• Babino said.• 
The 1986 School of Communications graduate, who has a background I learned a lot and that gave rne the drive 10 do my own thing." 
in dance, incorporates dancers into the film who portray the process of Babino, who currently works for the BET Jnn Channel. hopes for more 
hafr being st raightened. Babino said the process symbolizes the middle producing opportunities and the opportunit} 10 do more mo,·ie, in the 
passage, hence the title. In the end, the characters come to peace with their future. 1 ler late,1 project i, a documentary on her grandparents. Babino 
hair. also mentioned that she envisions Jc,ebcl Filmworks 10 soon become a 
Babino said it was her own experience that motivated her to do the film. full service production company. 
"Hair was never a big deal for me in terms of being discriminated against Other works of Babino's include "Anticipation," a video vignette which 
until I got to Howard," Babino said. "Attitudes changed when hair airs on cable channel DCTV. 
changed. When worn braided, you get Afrocentric people attracted and Babino urges independent filmmakers 10 stay focused. 
when worn straightened you att ract the pseudo-bourgie people, and "Independent filmmakers need to believe in their product to know it is 
Whites feel more comfortable around you.• good and keep going forward with what you want to pursue otherwise our 
Babino said there was no problem getting people to audition. She cast Muff won't get seen." she said. 
people from all walks of li fe. "M 1ddlc Passage N' Roots" is now on video and can be purchased at 
"Middle Passage N' Roots" iook three days lo shoot and three year~ 10 Sanl..ofn Video and Book~tore on Georgia Avenue. 
complete. Babino shot the film in Washington. D.C. and used the Jal.. & 
New Magazine Has 'One Love' For Hip Hop 
By PHILIP H ENERY views from notable artists like Organi,ed Kon-
fusion, 0. C. and Hurricane Glona. 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The arena of urban journalism has evolved 
over the years. especially due to the explosion 
of hip-hop music as a multi-billion dollar busi-
"I hope people get something out of it." said 
Phanor, a junior print Journalism 
major. "We walll to open p.:o-
ple's mind~. I 
people to 
pick ness. 
From the fluff of early magazines like Word 
Up and Fresh to the glossy, high-profile I 
look of nation-wide sellers such as The I 
So11n:e and XXL, hip hop has been docu-
mented and immortalized in a number of \: 
unique and professional ways. 
The popularity of magazines such as The 
Source has even given rise to something called 
"hip-hop journalism." This popularity has 
opened many doors for numerous writing tal-
ents and entrepreneurs. 
The competition is fierce now; with larger and 
more sensational magazines pushing the enve-
lope of this "genre-in-development." 
Enter One Love magazine, another serious, 
dedicated competitor for the eyes and minds of 
the hip-hop nation. b 
Owned and operated hy Thea Habj anic, a open 10 
student at New York University, and Howard it and try 
University student Alexandra Phanor, One Love new stuff 
attempts to look deeper into the spiritual and (spir itual-
mcntal relationships hip-hop music now exudes ism, music 
in complex methods of rhyming and conceptua.l industry issues)." 
designs for songs. 
The magazine, which debuted this December 
with its winter edition, grabs you with inter-
One LcJl'e definitely 
comes at you with new ideas for the reader. The 
first winter 1997 issue broached topics like 
television comcnt, \piri tua l awakening. Hai tian 
culture and incarceration. All of these storie!> 
proved intercMing and fairly well-written, with 
a pleasingly honest. no-nonsense style. 
"The artists and topics makt:s our magazine 
different," Phunor said. "It':; an i111elligc111 mag-
a1ine. We want to make you think." 
Unfo11unatcly, the consistency of the print was 
somewhat monotonous at times and made it dif-
ficu lt to want to linish any of the stories. Phanor 
said the quality of the magat.ine will improve. 
Most impressive was the scoop the magazine 
got with the Afu-Ra interview. By grabbing this 
promising. young artist before anyone else 
could and asking him ~omc real questions. 
One Lol'e proved the magazine's dedication 
to hip hop's progress. 
"My whole point of going to school was 
in getting my own magazine one day ... 
a lot of anists that I like don't get the 
press that they deserve." Phanor said. 
"We're trying to be home for under-
ground artists." 
One Love is a good publication 
wi th a lot of real ambition and 
promise. 111c next issue is due out 
later this spring. It can definitely 
leave a reader curious as LO what could 
come next. 
"We're working on the next edition now that 
should be out by May," Phanor said. "Featured 
will be Shaolin Temple, Brand Nubian, Can-
nibus, Hieroglyphics and Cocoa Brovas." 
Photo by Rich.rd 
Greg Reid (far left with hat In hand) stars as Red 
THE NUMBERS GAN 
Student Actor Playi 
For Seven Days In 
'Seven Guitars' 
Greg Alverczc Reid Jr., a self-confident, excited youngac 
going on. Despite the fact that this senior theater arts major ·· 
its, holds down a work-study job and i~ able to sketch in a 
he is able to perform seven day~ a week (twice on Satunb. 
days) as Red Carter in "Seven Guitars." Finding time to mtai 
The Hilltop, Reid offered his life sL0I) -- in \hOrt. 
Q: Who is Greg Reid Jr.? 
A: Fir,1 and foremost, Greg Reid is a cluld of God. Grei I 
life of the party. But not the guy that everyone says, "Damn. 
sit down " I'm a , ery compassionate person. very truthful I 
good friend. r m always the friend and never the bo}frienJ I 
is hopefully the person you'll be hearing about 111 the ,·el} l 
Q: \Vhat role have you alwa) s dreamed of pin} ing'> 
A: Somebody told me a whih: ago. "Greg. 1 can cc y~ ~ 
ello.'' I Mudied at Oxford in England this summer, so Othd! 
the roles I'd like to play. As an actor. I love ver<;atility -- an! 
anything different. l'\'e always wanted to play the sex) ~ 
Everybody wants to do that. I 
Q : Tell us ahout your character Red Caner in "Seven Gut" 
A: He's a drummer and a ladies man. He's a womanizer 
for \'aJidation or tl)1ing to find lo\'e, Red bas to have womtu 
all the time He's a dreamer, but at the same lime, he\ not, 
anything. He\ \'Cl) laid back. Red is a sharp drc.,,er He\ l 
the J><!Ople in his group. He's kinda fresh and kinda quicl 
Q: How do }'Ou manage your work and school scbedule1 
A: It's hard. I have to stay focu-,ed In the beginning. it \\-as 
whelming. I used to hang out at the clubs every weekend.;>; 
shows. I go home, do m) homework. try to get something 
to bed. It\ hard though. You 6otta love it. 
Q : \Vhat arc your other 1.tlenh? 
A: I try to ~omcumes do a httle modeling I lo"c oo,~lint I 
ing. I do like wnung poctr}. I cnJO) an:,,thmg that 1mol\C1 
am a peoplt person -- \Cry much so. 
Q: What do you love and hate about :1cung'? 
A: I hate that I can't do it '.!.4-~cven. \Vhat I really lo,e at,. 
you can be anybody. do anything. It lets you be rrce Ac~• 
you I>.: free. E, en though it ,ccms like we're taking on thN 
it really allows) ou to be your.,elf 
Q : \Vhat\ after Howard'? 
A: I plan to reside in New York m December '98. !'le 
about grad school. hut I want to get out there lin.t 
Q : Any advice for colleague~ on the ~ame path? 
A: I think that I would have to sa} that 1f1h1~ is yourp;1,~irt 
do it. There', always going to be somebody there with o, 
have 10 remain level-headed. If you can just keep it real, Ma)lrl 
self. and 10 the craft, you'\'e won half the oattlc. 
Q: Any Ja<;t words? 
A: I juM want to say th:1t even though a lot of stuff ha, 1-«1 
with the !11l'rgcr. I just think people need to !...now that~ 
arc wonderful people and talent coming out of Hm1Jld 
University College of Fine Ans i~ reall} producing ,011.tr: 
talent. I don't think we're gc11111g recog1111ed or rc\pected t!-
on campus and off campus. I don't think people n:aliLed oo-. 
talent i-. coming out of HU -- not just in theater, [but! an. 
it. 
-- Zerli11c llughes 
1998 Grammy's 
Preview 
By Ettl K \ \ VOR I' ll,\" 
Hillwp Swff Writer 
The coming week promise~ to be 
rewarding and exciting for those 
who have excelled in the music 
industry from Oct. I, 1996 to Sept. 
30. 1997. 
The music industry's most presti-
gious awards will be given at its 
40th annual show live from Radio 
City Music Hall in New York City 
Feb. 25 at 8 p.m. ET/PT on CBS. 
Slated as a Lop nominee for this 
year is Babyface, for the second 
year in row, with eight nomina-
tions. while Puff Daddy comes in 
with seven nominations. 
Other artists with multiple nomi-
nations include: R. Kelly, who 
received live nomin~ 
ing Record and Soni 
Erykah Badu i, ,troe, 
nominations. mcludt~ 
Art1M: and G1hpel 31t,, 
duccr Kirk Franklin~..: 
inations. 
With over 460 no1 
different categorie,.111 
diverse group of tsln1 
honored, including: 
R&B Album -- B:illl 
Badu, Mary J. Blige,~ 
Whitney Hou~IOO-~ 
LaBelle. 
Rap Solo-- Busta Rh)• 
"Misdemeanor" Ell~Ll 
The Notorious 8.1.G J 
Smith. 
Music Video Shon Kt' 
face and Stevie Wo11<kd 
son, Milestone. Mof1UX 
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Arts, Entertai11111ent, Nightlife 
In The District, aryland, Virginia 
tormances 
~.11ional Theatre provides free play perfor-
formnture audiences every Monday through 
lb. Upcoming plays include "I of the Storm," 
O!dLandmarJ...!" and""Dclicious Hunger." For 
llll1C or more mformation, call (202) 783-
": lbeNational Theatre is located at 132 1 Penn-
• a Ave., N.W. 
·, lb,en\ "Peer Gynt." directed by Michael 
• rulbthrough /\larch at The Shakespeare The-
. Tbccpic play unravels over six decades in the 
}..ncter'squest for self-discovery. All evening 
~c~ begin at 7:30 p.m. and weekend mati-
111:30 p.m. Ticket prices range from $17 to 
r«morc infonnation or ticket, call (202) 393-
Thethc-aterh located at 450 Seventh St.. N. W. 
,inl Unhe~i ty alumnus Thom Workman of 
•oProductions presents, "History. My Story," 
.;."flll3Jl{'e/play about Black history. The play 
' !\ti) Friday and Saturday through February at 
• ,1theDC/AC Theater. Admission is $7. For 
..:fonnation, call (202) 832-4990. The theater 
ro in Adams Morgan at 1836 18th St., N. W. 
•Place feature\ the Coyaba Folkloric Dance 
•It performing traditions of the Mandinque 
, l(IIJlOITOW at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 4 p.m. 
lthc City Dance Ensemble. D.C. 's newest 
c(lffipln) will perfonn. Student admission 
!5Jgaieral admi\si<lll is S 12 for both shows. 
,,performance is free for children. For more 
·:on. call (202) 269-1600. Dance Place is 
,13225 Eighth St., N .E. 
· .2it) 20th anniversary season, The Studio 
z11.fcaturing Pulit1.er Pri.Le-winner August 
1doll01,-up to "Two Trains Running." the 
1Xd Se1en Guitars." The play ends Sunday. 
1 Litt and show time information, call (202) 332-
111t Studio Theater is loc:ued at J 333 P St. 
~} Center offers free performances da i I y 
lhllcnniurn Stage at 6 p.m. Throughout Feb-
• xsia£e will feature "state days." No tickets 
...rtd_-Fora list of updated performances, call 
~l)-4(j()(). The Kennedy Center is located at 
;SL.N.W. 
·I~." the record-breaking comedy who-
leb the audience play armchair detective 
1 running at the Kennedy Center's Theater 
bhy-Thursda:, shows are $25 and Friday 
.::.irdl1 show:. are $29. For more infonnation, 
. !1467-4600. The Kennedy Center is locat-
I 
:-ro F SL, N.\V. 
gand Dance Company of Mozambique will 
,-t contemporary and traditional style of 
. :-d dance at the Kennedy Center's Eisen-
lbeatcr Feb. 23 and 24. For more informa-
illl C02) 467-4600. The Kennedy Center is 
112600 F St.. N.\V. 
·~\ "Tap Dogs" is playing at the National 
I • • 
~ghSunday. The extensive, energetic tap 
I 
f 
I-
r: 
If 
11' 
)• 
l· 
n. 
ti 
:crformance is directed and designed by 
fnffitt. To purchase tickets, call (800) 447-
r,;02) 628-6161. The National Theatre is 
.il321 Pennsylvania Ave .. N.W. 
Photo courtesr. The Kennedy Center 
The Song and Dance Company of Mozambique perform at The Kennedy Center s Eisenhower 
Theater as part of the African Odyssey. 
April 11. Admission is free, but registration is 
required. To register or for more infQnnation, call 
(202) 639-1727 or 639-1700. The Corcoran is locat-
ed at 17th Street and Ne" York Avenue, N. W. 
The Museum of African-American Art is currently 
exhibiting "A Spiral of HiMory: A Carved Tusk from 
the Loango Coast, Congo" through April. The West 
Central African relic dates from the mid-to-late 
l800l> and is featured in the Point of View Gallery. 
For more information, call (202) 357-2627. Admis-
sion is free. The museum is located at 950 Inde-
pendence Ave., S.W. 
"Speak to My Heart" is exhibited at the Center for 
African-American History and Culture, through 
artifacts, photographs. documents and recordings 
tracing the history of African-American congrega-
tions in the rural South and urban centers nationwide. 
The exhibit is showing in the South Gallery of the 
Arts and Industries Building. Admission is free. For 
more information, call (202) 357-2627. The muse-
um is located at 900 Jefferson Dr .. S.W. 
"Spons in Art." an exhibit coinciding with the open-
ing of the MCI Center, runs through March 5. Cel-
ebrating sports as envisioned by a variety of painters, 
sculptors and photographers. the works exhibited 
include those by artists Paul Cadmus, Harold Edger-
ton, William H. Johnson and Man Ray. The exhib-
it is located at the National Museum of American 
Art. For more information, call (202) 357-2627. 
Admission is free. The museum is located at Eighth 
and G streets, N. W . 
The National Building Museum exhibits "Planning 
Washington's Monumental Core: L'Enfant to Lega-
cy" through June and "Civic Lessons: Recent New 
York Public Architecture" through May. For more 
infonnation, call (202) 272-3603. Admission is free. 
The museum is located at 40 I F St.. N. W. 
432-SEAT. Constitution Hall is located at 1776 D St., 
N.W. 
Steve Harvey and Michael Colyar will perform their 
comedy routines at Constitution Hall Feb. 27 at 8 
p.m. Popular response has prompted a second show 
at 11 p.m. Admission is $35. Tickets are available 
at all TICKETMASTER outlets including all Hecht 
Company stores, Kemp Mill Music stores, Cramton 
Auditorium and Tower Records. To charge by phone, 
call 432-SEAT. Constitution Hall is located at 1776 
D St., N.W. 
Comedian D.~. Hughley from Def Comedy Jam is 
the featured guest at The lmprov thro11gh Sunday. 
Comedienne Sheryl Underwood. also from Def 
Comedy Jam, will be featured next weekend and 
Jimmie "J.J." Walker will visit the lmprov March 3-
8. For more information or dinner reservations, call 
(202) 296-7008. The Improv is located at 1140 
Connecticut Ave. , N.W . 
Don Byron & Existential Dred, perform March 6 at 
the Wolf Trap. Featured in the performance are: 
Byron. clarinet; Uri Craine, piano; Reggie Wash-
ington, bass; Ben Wittman, drums; and Sadiq Bey, 
poet. Admission is $16.00. For more information. 
call (703) 218-6500. The Wolf Trap is located at 
1624 Trap Rd .. Vienna, Va. 
The Phillip~ Collection presents "Conseulo Kana-
ga: An American Photographer'' on Tuesday 
through Sunday until April 5. This photography 
exhibit includes black and white stills and portraits. 
On Thursdays, the museum presents ''Artful 
Evenings," a mix of art appreciation. socialiling and 
musical entertainment. Admission is free. For more 
infonnation, call (202) 387-2151. The Phillips Col-
lection is located at 1600 21st St., N.W. 
Photo courtesy of Smithsonian Institution 
"The Tetons and the Snake River Grand Teton National Park, Wyoming," is one of the featured pho-
tographs In Ansel Adams, "A Legacy", a photography exhibit at National Museum of American Art. 
"Ansel Adams, A Legacy," is a photography exhib-
it now at the National Museum of American Art. 
This exhibit focuses on one of the best known 
American landscape photographers and 115 of his 
prints. It will run through March 29. For more infor-
mation, call (202) 357-2627. Admission is free. 
The museum is located at Eighth and G streets, N.W. 
Book Signings/Readings 
Franklin White, author of "Fed Up with the Fanny," 
an originally self-published, fast-paced novel delv-
ing into Terry McMillan territory will be at Vertigo 
Books tonight at 6 p.m. Bylle Avery, author of" An 
Altar of Words," a collection of meditations will sign 
books Tuesday, Feb. 24 at 6 p.m. Derrick Gilbert 
(a.k.a. 0-Knowledge) and Catch the Fire! will dive 
into the spoken word movement with a new, cross-
generational anthology of contemporary African 
American poetry Wednesday. Feb. 25 at 6 p.m. For 
more information, call Vertigo Books at (202) 429-
9272. Vertigo Books is located at 1337 Connecticut 
Ave .. N.W. 
Concerts 
Jazz great Nancy Wilson will perform two shows 
nightly through Sunday at Blues Alley. Showtimes 
are 8 and IO p.m. For more information, or to make 
reservations, call (202) 337-4141. Blues Alley is 
located in Georgetown on Wisconsin Avenue below 
M Street. 
Patti LaBelle will perform once again in the District 
due to overwhelming demand on Saturday, March 
14 at 8 p.m. at Constitution Hall. Reserve tickets by 
calling any TICKETMASTER outlet, Hecht Com-
pany stores, Kemp Mill Music stores. Cramton 
Auditorium and Tower Records. Tickets are also 
available at the Takoma Theatre Box Office. To 
charge by phone, call (202) 432-SEAT. Constitution 
Hall is located at 1776 D St., N .W. 
Movies 
;y Photo by Belinda Vickerson 
~
hVactor Thom Workman performs In his one-man play "History, My Story" at the DC/AC 
Sears presents "Power '98." a concert series struTing 
Hezekiah Walker, Fred Hammond, Dottie Peoples, 
Vickie Winans. The Willams Brothers. Marvin Sapp 
and the Men of Standard at Constitution Hall. Per-
forming tomorrow at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m., seats for the 
first show are reserved at $25.50. The second show 
is $28.50. Tickets are available at all TICKET-
MASTER outlets including all Hecht Company 
stores, Kemp Mill Music stores, Cramton Auditori-
um and Tower Records. To charge by phone, call 
The makers of nationally acclaimed movie "Sanko-
fa" present the Sankofa Film Festival. The festival 
will highlight three films of resistance to the African 
Holocaust from internationally and nationally 
acclaimed directors. The Festival begins today at the 
Cineplcx Odeon Foundry in Georgetown. Several 
screenings will play. beginning at 4 p.m. For more 
information. call (202) 234-4755 or 333-8613. The 
Foundry is located at I 055 Thomas Jefferson St., 
N.W. 
J, A 
11 n dams Morgan. 
~: ~its 
,I. 
1C«coran Gallery of Art will present a slide 
.:ll about the upcoming exhibition. "Rhap-
" ID Black: Art of the Harlem Rena issance" 
'lll'. at 9:30 a.m. The exhibition will begin 
"With These H ands: African Men and the Quilting 
Tradition" runs through March at the Anacostia 
Museum. Twenty-five quills made by African-
American men from across the country wi ll be on 
display. T his exhibit marks the reopening of the 
museum. Admission is free. The museum is locat-
ed at 1901 Fort Pl., S.E. 
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HOWT ND SAND 
CONTRACT~ 
Of .ice of Research 
Administration 
• Gain the speciolizeo Know\eage ~OU neea to oe a winner in tne com~etitive ~rivale· 
seclor funoin~ arena 
• Get an insider's look at tne f eoeral grants market~lace and fino oul l10w to locate the 
irnnt o~~ortunities tnat are riihl for )'Our organization 
• Receive a cor}' of Davia Bauer·~ ~opular ''Tl,e How 1'011 Grants ~lanual: ~uccessful 
Grant~eeKing Tecnni~ues for Ootainin~ ruolic and Privale Grants, Tl1ird Eoilion (a 
~1~.~) value) ano otner nanoou~. 
\Vorksho~ Date(s): \\leanesoay, ~larcn 4, I ~~~ or 
Tlmr~oa)\ ~1arcn jl l ~~~ 
I 
1me: 
Co~t: 
Location: 
Contact Person(s): 
~:)~ a.m. to 4J~ ~.m. 
~1~ ~r ~er~on (limilea to 4~ peo~le ~er aa~) 
Howaro Universil}1 
Ral~n J. Buncne International Affairs Center 
Fir~t ~loor Conf ere nee Room 
111 ~ Sixtl1 Street, N, i1, 
Wnsllington, D.C 100)~ 
Ms. Bell)' Fontaine •· ~06-))61 
~lt Diane Peo~les ·· ~06•oo11 
Meet l~c ln~!tuc!or: Da~d G. Bauer, !he aulhor of tl1e "How To r• Gra111.1 Manual in I~ lhlrd edllion, i~ one of the 
leading nulhorlll~ In ~ran! acqui~ilion, H~ ~ook has ~old thousands or copies un~ Is lhe book recommended by !he 
American Council on Educolion (ACE) as a 11musl'1 ~ook ror all ~ranl\eekers. Prescnlly1 Dr, Bouer !ravels lhe 
count~', giving ledure.~ 011 gran~eeking, He is lhe director or educational mource ~evelo~ment an~ aijocialc 
rrnr essor al lhe Univcrsilf of Alahama al Birmin~hom'! School or Education, He is a l~echcr's teacher and is 
~e~lca!ed lo auisling granlscekers lo dHelop !he skills !hey need lo succ~. Dr. llauer tq also the author of eighl 
books ontl the de,,elo r of sofl~orc on~ videos focusin on all as cc~ of !he rant~ roe~. 
EMloLLMENT 
13 FEBRUARY 1998 
~ ~ 
ExcHA~GE PROGRAJI 
ANNOU~CES 199~-99 
NATIO~AL STVDE~T EXCHANGE (NSE) PROGRf 
♦ Application deadline for Fall 199~ or for fu ll 19n-99 acii 
year is lJ February. 
♦ Sopl1omorcs and Juniors cl igible lo part icipalc in Fall I ~I 1 
Spring l ~~~ NSE Progran1. 
♦Opportunicy to study at one of more than l )0 colleges an! 
universities in the United States (including l la\\'aii, tl1e 
U.S. Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico)! 
♦ Applications available in Room G-11 'A' Building. 
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS OPPORTU~~ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t e t t I ti ' 
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Howard Uni, crsit} (,cncral Asscrnbl} 1~ cctrons omrn1ttcc: 
Dru11on Waters. Chairman 
HE THl iNDEROLJS VOICES OF l 'HE VOTE 
STUDENTS! 
IF YOU DON'T 
SPEAK, 
THEY WON'T 
LISTEN. 
Al.I. DATES, Tl~ES, A D I.OCATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
•wm tukc plucc if rw1ofT i, tll'C<''iSUr). 
•Quc~tion-.'! Ple1l\e call 806-5425 or com<' to Rm l09 in th,• Blnckhurn Center. 
February 1 J. 1998 
nl0RA ND U ~I 
THE I IOWARD UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY 
Religious Emphasis ¥.' eek Co1nrn1ttee 
ICT: Religious Emphasis Week 1998 
Religious Emphasis Week is Coming, March 8-15, 1998 
\~ is "The Spiritual and Ethical Dimensions of Leadership". For the 
i10 be successful. we are encouraging the active participation of aJI 
ikm1c units. faith co1nmunities. student organizations, support units and staff 
J1zations. 
~se this week in whatever manner you choose to reflect upon the various 
challenges we confront in our personal, spiritual and intellectual li ves. 
Plan a special program. Each office, department. school or college should 
celebrate its unique relationship to the Howard University Community. 
Participation may take the form of lectures, scripture studies, forums. 
1 
worship gatherings, perfonnances. silent meditations, readings, sharing and 
music. 
Provisions have been rnade to allocate 15 to 45 rninutes during 
fuis week (except 5:00 to 8:30 p.m., Monday through Fridays) 
in Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel to any office/group that 
requests its use. 
Should you need assistance with the planning, promotion 
and publicizing of your program, please call Father Hayden, Chairperson of 
Religious Emphasis Week at (202) 806-7908. 
•as work to make this a tirne of encouragement, learning, healing, and 
~ennent for the Howard University com1nunity as we engage "The 
hi I Dimensions of Leadershi ." 
• 
nl\ crs1ty ,cncra sscm y . cc11ons omm11tcc: 
Damon Waters. Chai nnan 
STUDENTS! 
IFYOU DON'T 
ASK, 
THEY WON'T 
ANSWER. 
\ I.I D \TFS, 1 l\1ES, AND LOCATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
•\.Viii tnk,· plan· if runoff i\ n,•n·!.,ary. 
Qm·!.tion,'! Pll'as,• rall 806-5425 or come to Rm 109 in thl' Bl11ckhurn Center. 
Miss Blac 
On f t>ru1,y 28, at v n o•c k In 
How rd Untvttt ty Bl ,bum 
Bl lroom Utt broth " of Alph 
Fr t mlty Inc ta Ch1pttt 
BS 
II 81,eA & Gold, for 19 Ms 
d rtp II th kutlt of V u 
CA 
for 
ung Af can me 1n WJ n, at 
~ h tnt Atrt n-Amtne n 
mo t ComnYJnf ty 
hol rsh p d lo for nk 
I c v I I. Th Id og C 
A1118 ~ G 
Fr m 1y o, Alp I Phi A I 
r 
dua 
nd 
I 
ly I 
of th t \\11 ch td 11st 
I b"'"'lrl d 11 t , of Af c 
. ~ cord lly In v.J you I to att n 
It •1 11 81,c~ & Gola -a l Y 
II no I~ Ht OM n'1 , on 
dr ffl r.nn tn, , but 10 up rt I un 
v nt n Vt1I ch At can.A tic n men 
n can flit ly tlnd tog lltr und r on 
n r, un td by lta I med p cf pits 
Elegance Persond1ed 
• 
• 
• 
• I 
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SPORTS 
Bison Roundup 
Feb. 20 - 28 
Women's Basketball 
Howard University vs. North Carolina A&T State Univer-
sity 
Burr Gym, 6 p.m. 
Feb.21 
Singletary Is Bright B i so 
Spot For HU Men's ~:t 1 
Basketball Team ByMarcus Matth,~1 
Howard University vs. University of Maryland Eastern 
Shore 
Burr Gym, 6 p.m. 
Feb.23 
Howard University vs. Hampton University 
Away, 7 p.m. 
Feb. 28 
·Wrestling 
Howard University vs. Old Dominion University 
Away 
Feb.22 
Men's Basketball 
Howard University vs. North Carolina A&T State Univer-
sity 
Burr Gym, 8 p.m. 
Feb.21 
Howard University vs. South Carolina State 
Burr Gym, 8 p.m. 
Feb. 23 
Howard University vs. University of Maryland Eastern 
Shore 
Burr Gym 8 p.m. 
Feb.28 
By Marcus Matthews 
Hillfop Staff Writer 
This season has been a disap-
pointing one for Howard Universi-
ty Men's basketball team. Incon-
sistent play from the team, and 
especially key players, have only 
produced six victories. 
The team is on pace to top its win 
total of seven from the previous two 
seasons. However, the team expect-
ed a more successful year. 
All has not dimmed for Howard. 
Sophomore forward Xavier Sin-
gletary maintains the lone bright 
spot. 
Al 6-fect-6-inches, the D.C. 
native, picked up just where he left 
off freshman year. 
Singletary has not only contin-
ued strong play, but has also caught 
fire. He averages 21.9 points per 
game, holding the second highest 
points per game average in the 
MEAC. 
He averaged 24.5 points per game 
in the last seven games, including 
a career high of 38 points against 
South Carolina State University. 
After winning the MEAC Rook-
ie of the Year last season. Singletary 
is one of the favorites to win 
MEAC Player of the Year. He was 
named MEAC Player of the \Veek 
during the season, and leads his 
team in scoring in 14 of the 17 
games he played. 
"He's playing extremely well, and 
has been on a tear as of late getting 
i l done on both ends of the floor," 
said Mike Mcleese, Howard men's 
baskcball head coach. 
Singletary has lived up to the hype 
that followed him from Dunbar 
High School, here in the District. 
Increasing hls scoring average from 
15.8 points per game, Singletary 
credits his hard work on and off of 
the coun. 
He said he hit U1c weights this 
summer and spent a lot of time in 
the gym gelling ready for the 
intense attention that he received 
from opposing teams this season. 
Despite the disappointing season. 
Singletary said he still works hard 
and is usually the last one 10 leave 
the court after practice. 
"Losing has been frustrating, but 
it's just part of the game and some-
thing you have 10 go through,'' Sin-
gletary said. 
Singletary continues to put up the 
big numbers despite being double 
teamed on a constant basis. Sin-
gletary is only a sophomore, how-
ever, with his work ethic, he said he 
plans to getting better. 
One component in his game is 
overlooked - defense. 
This is the one area that was not 
a focus for Single'tary last year, but 
has been a big asset for him this 
season. Singletary is usually 
matched up with the opposing 
team ·s best player. 
" He ·s a hard worker and definite-
ly knows his role tis a leader on this 
team," McLeese said. 
Singletary missed two games 
because of a failure to meet insti-
tutional requirements. He said he 
takes full responsihility for the 
teams two losses during his sus-
pension. Since that absence. Sin-
gletary has given his all on the 
floor. 
'"I messed up and missed some 
games early that hun the team and 
the chemistry, but now that l am 
back we arc going to work harder,•· 
Singletary said. ·'The more and 
more we play together. I think that 
we are going to shock a couple of 
teams." 
Hill top Staff Writer 
Morgan State Un11e 
men· s basketball tea:: 
Tremaine Byrd scored 
27 points in the first h. 
Bears withstood 
Howard rallies and dcl-t 
Bison 71-65. This, 
Men ·s Basketball teai:: 
consecutive loss. B)r., 
13 points in the first Stt. 
utes, igniting a 20-6 n:. 
the Bears (8-14, 8-6 
MEAC) up by 15 poi.. 
Howard seemed 101-t 
for the start of the .!l' 
Byrd took advantagca. 
·•After that fi~t lilt 
I wai, proud of the cffir 
put up,'' said Mike ~t 
Howard men's baske1' 
head coach. 
Howard (6-16, 4-1 
MEAC) came b:ick~ 
the play of guard Ah~ 
who scored 11 point;._ 
seven assists. For.1a.--! 
Singletary was also 
with his score of 23 r 
Howard University vs Hampton University 
Burr Gym, 4 p.m. 
Feb.28 
Baseball 
Women's Basketball Team 
Sweep Over Morgan State 
Singletary and Abd ' 
bined to lead the Bisoo 
2 run, which put Ho11.-
29. Melvin Watson.11 
13 points and captu:. 
rebounds. put the ~ 
ba~ket with just ij" 
minute:, to play in the_ 
Morgan State awalr 
Byrd and guard Rm 
who scored 22 po· 
tributcd 10 a 10-3 m 
out the half \\ ith a 41-
over the Bison. Howard University vs. University of North Carolina at 
Charlotte 
Alisha Hill comes closer to the 2,000 point mark Byrd opened the so; 
with a three point slrt. 
ta!') answered \\ith, 
cut the lead to .W-l? 
gan. HO\\ ard turntd 
o, er on its next p<hlC', 
Away, UNCC. 12 p.m. 
Feb. 28 
Women's Lacrosse 
Howard University vs. Hollins College 
Away 
Feb. 28 
GAME OF THE WEEK 
Women's Basketball Game Feb. 21 
The Lady Bison take on the Lady Aggies of North Caroli-
na A&T in a MEAC Conference matchup. All-time HU 
leading scorer Alisha Hill is only 9 points shy of the 2,000 
point mark. 
Games of Interest 
The Women's Lacrosse Team takes the field for the first 
time as a Division I team next Friday. They will take on 
Hollins College on Feb. 28. 
By Marcus l\fatthews 
!iii/top Staff Writer 
The last time the Howard Uni-
versity women's ba~ketball team 
met Morgan State University 
women's basketball team, the 
Bison cruised to a 44-point victory 
at home. 
Howard (15-6. 12-2 MEAC) used 
a hot second half to comph:te the 
season sweep over Morgan State 
(5- 16, 4-10) by a score of67-44. 
"They played us hard and we were 
trying to avoid a game like this,'' 
said Sany a Tyler, the Lady Bison's 
head coach. "We're just fortunate 
that we had the runs that made a dif-
ference for us in the second half." 
For the first 15 minutes of the 
first half, the Lady Bears traded 
leads with Howard back and fonh. 
Morgan\ intense defensive pres-
sure prevented the Lady Bison from 
getting open looks at the basket, 
which resulted in Howard shooting 
~ .. 
. JHE NATIONAL BLACK PLAYERS (OAlJTION 
Supporls 
ri11x I lo111c tftl' .... 
fLACK QUARTERBACKS 
1 
.... / r(l/lt Canada 
. 
-----· .. 
Photo courtesy of The National Black Players Coalition 
From left to right: Nicole Fields, Arthur Brooks and Fred Outten. Founder and president of The 
National B lacl< Players Coalition Fred Outten stands with key members who protested against 
the NFL on February 6, 1998. Outten Is a Howard University radlo,TV and film major. 
only 35 percent from the field dur-
ing the first half. 
The Lady Bears could not capi-
talitc on Howard's cold shooting. 
The team only hit 27 percent of its 
shots, which prevented it from 
building a substantial lead over 
Howard. 
"\Ve had a lot of mistakes in the 
first half - commiuing turnovers 
and rushing - and we ju!.t cor-
rected them and came out in the 
second half to do what we had 10 
do;• said Alisha Hill, Howard for-
ward. 
The turning point for the Lady 
Bison came late in the first half 
when Morgan State point guard 
Lisa Mickens picked up her third 
foul, which caused her to take a seat 
on the bench. 
The team ricked up its defensive 
pressure by forcing the Lady Bears 
into bad shotJ, and turnover... which 
led to a 14-3 run to close out the 
half with Howard up. 27-17. 
The Lady Bison came out smok-
ing in the second half. The team hit 
64 percent of its shots and put the 
Lady Bears away for good. 
Hill had another big performance 
for the Lady Bison. She scored 18 
of her 28 points in the second half 
whllc pulling down 14 rebounds for 
the game. Hill went 9 of 14 from 
the field and IO of 14 from the 
free-throw line. 
Latoya Gardner was also a key 
player for the Bison. She filled in 
Photo by Edouard Leneus 
Senior Alisha HIii scored 28 points 
against the Morgan State Lady 
Bears. 
for inJurcd guard Darria Boyd. 
Gardner took full advantage of the 
Man b) scoring a career l11gh 16 
points ai. Morgan State wai. unable 
10 stop her rainingjumpcrs from the 
outside. Center Eriadc Hunter 
added 11 points to the win 
''I just tried to do the best I could 
to !.lcp in for the people that were 
injured." Gardner said. 
Thb is the second game Boyd 
missed because of her groin injury 
and she will most likcl> be out for 
the next two. 
''Geuing back in10 
kept taking a 101 out 
we just didn't C\d 
the :,tretch hke 1i: 
ha\ c," Singletal) ;.,. 
The Bear, mode ~ 
pa) a, Byrd :md Sp,.iru 
a three pointer. le • ..t·. 
2 run and making the 
44 S111gletal) d1.l 
Morgan State 10 pulh 
ended an 11-2 run11.• 
point shot that tied l!, 
61-61. 
Abdullah w:b al<01 
tor in keeping Ho11r. 
game. He blew oli' 
State defender., that 
his way to the bJSkct 
Spark, hit another,.... 
~hot and the Bi~on r. 
ball ovl!r on four OI 
fi,e possess1onsth.111-. 
win for the Bem 
MoLee,c ~:ud the~~ 
a learning proce,~ :ind 
i, \'Cl')' young, but is 
gel. 
"We made ~omt 
turno,crs down 1he -~. 
I ju~t think thnt\ doll 
penencl!," h~ ,aid E 
Sparks arc ajunior.iJlll 
and have been lhm.11 
wars.'" 
ring Break 1998! 
1ooo·s of One Pieces, 81Kin1's, Thongs, D Cu~ i~1 
T
heBikini Sho 
735 15th Streit., NW 
(202) 393-3533 
- -. 
fl 
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All lllLLTOPJCS are due, paid in 
full, the Monday before publica-
tion. Announcements by campus 
organizations for meetings, semi-
nars or non-profit events are free 
for IO words or less and $1 for 
every additional five words. Cam-
pus announcements for profit are 
charged as individuals. Individu-
als advertising for the purpose of 
announcing a service, buying or 
selling are charged $5 for the first 
20 words and $1 for every addi-
tional five words.Local companies 
are charged$ IO for the first 20 
words and $2 for every five words 
thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for 
the first 10 words and $ 1 for every 
additional five words. Color Hill-
topics nr e un addltlonnJ $2. 
ANNOUNCEMEN1'S 
Whnt You Fools Kno11 About The 
Dirty South 
SOUTHE RN PLAYER'S 
REUNION 3/14/98 
NOONDAY PRAYER, EVERY 
WED. AND FRI. l2PM-IPM. 
ANDREW RANKIN MEMORIAL 
CHAPEL 
Have you hnd a seirnal encounter that 
felt unwanted or abusive either in 
childhood or more recent times? Come 
join n group to talk about your c~peri-
ence and heal. Call Dr. Reynolds or Dr. 
Henly at 806-6870 
Lou nr ror G .\ 'I , rud nt or •.,n i 
uon·• Jc n • , \l "· 201 .. 8 .·. 
All lnclus1ve- Spnog Break Cancun 
7 nights, 8 Days. From $538p.p. Cape 
May Jazz Fest. 4/12/19. From $188p.p 
Call (301) 924-5489 
# I Spring Break**Don't Get 
Burned0 Sunsplasbl THE RELI-
ABLE SPRING BREAK CO. 12 
YEARS EXP.!! LOWEST PRICES-
fr:$89 FREE '!rips, Pacties-
Drinks&Food ! ! Jamaica, Cancun, 
Florida, padre, & more. 1-800-426-
7710. www.sunsplashtours.com 
Natural Hal! Showcase need make-up 
artists and Models . Call 
202-466-1655 
What \ ou Fools Know About T he 
Dirty South 
SOUTHERN PLAYER'S REl'NION 
3114/98 
Attention Students 1n the School of 
Education and StudenLs in the College 
of Arts and Sciences five-year M.Ed. 
program. 
The Educauon Student Counctl will 
be distributing applications and sched-
uling interviews for those aspirants 
wishing to run for Executive positions 
on the Student Council for the 1998-99 
school year. Applications can be 
obtained in the School of Education 
Rm 134. For more information call 
806-6016. 
God "arts o to k1 o Him pei-
sonolly! He IOH'li you with an e,er -
lastini: low. Come to ReJOYce in 
J esus Campus Fellowship I hur s. in 
Ulackllurn Center Rm. 1-18/150 nt 
7:30pm 
11•, Goini: to he Of'f tht• Hook 111 the 
SOllTHl'RN Pl. \\'ER'S RFt,NION 
3/14198 
SPRING BREAK- CANCUN ANO 
NASSAU FROM $399 Air, Hotel. 
'lransfers, Parties and More! Organize 
small group-earn FREE trips plus 
commissions! Call 1-800-Spring Break 
1-800-777-4642. 
ATTENTION WESTSJDERS 1! Cali-
fornians interested in the California 
Auction Please contact Paul Rot>emon 
939-0122 or Andreu Henri 865-0144. 
1'iil1 Ladlts Uthit Ooo I I willbi 
Hllinll Pl8h Oh\ll@ll l\fltr atfVIQt, 
plU81\ ll&ll lltltd& lltl@ndshJp 9 
202.86',0009 
ALL Hl Bl'<lll mtcr,·,tcd m 
ma.lJn th, l 1pmwrnwnt ,\gcn<l.1 A 
Su,~ I II 11 1., hus.iem['\''" 
11 ·nl 111mal..n111 eo.,,, Bowl with tho Stotllna Drown 
Bn;ll11\ Club ll\lbru&r)' 2'16:~0. 
81~0PM 
Th,• Lmpo,H•rmcnt Agcud.1 Wtll ti..-
d1st1butmg intcrn,hip/scholar,h1p 
intorm"ti\ln .11 all ,p-'alwuts. ,kbatcs, 
and t,l\\ nh,111 mcctmcs. 
DJ Spo<>1\/h'b 'lSth HO\\ARD 
VS H \MPTON \i"H;R P.\R 1-Y 
~ the Cnwcg1c I ibrnr) 9th&:Ma" 
N\\ Uo, · 1 b\ Sc!mo.l·aison. and 
PL " I"< Ill I HERl 1 
Sttrllna Orown llnallsli Club !'rt• 
801\IA I 
Peawlna tho S~rol ot Joy l'ob• 
ru&ry 2S Dl&okburn 11of11m 7:30pm 
The cmpo\\cnncnl \gcmla ts ~lano 
Dc.\ndro Clark ,\. Sam Anthon) 
McDonald 1hc) ,uc trymr t,, Rebuild 
the \kcca ,,n l E \DER at " ti111..-
11io Pollueil S11lon1211 80llh1ty wlll 
hOII ''<llobal l.11&dor1hlp hi II DQmOll• 
r&oy" Pllb. 2~-26. Info 011 Doualllat 
Hllll Dul1011t1. 
W Sl'OON/SAT PB& a&TH 
HOWARD VS HAMPTON AflTtlR 
PARTY 9 THU CA.RNIIOUl 
LIBRARY llTlt&MASS N.W. HOST• 
Ill) BY SW.MO, WI.ISON,& Pl.RA• 
SURI! DB THRRllll 11 
ROSA ffiibito 1\i0&dA)' 
7pm Dnaw Hall And TRUSTllR 
DBDA'l'B Tbun 26, lllaokburn 
(lor11m,• Helll' [lrom TIit Plloplli Who 
WIII\I I l\lllf•l\ll\l Yolll (IAl.lC 
JJ F\DD.Oak l\1\\11 l 5 ' , md Kool 
1\10<• I) v. ill b ,wmng au1ogi.1ph, and 
r1\ln,• ah,\ Ir. C tar· . I OD\Y 
Como On• Com~ All 11n S1111• 
dA)' P\\btUlll'Y 22 In tho D111h11ne Anllillt 
Senllnnr Room, In eelebrnllon of llfflt• 
orlek Douatan Oay. TlrnN will b@ 
mu&IQ, l)OQlf)I, l\)00, and lnOft, Thll 
OOll\UllHl\Oritlon Mllftl lit 6pm 
PEACE OP MIND- Is 
that what you are looking for? That 
only comes from knowing T HE 
PEACE OF MIND-JESUS!! Come to 
THE HILLTOP 
HILLTOPICS 
REJOYCli in JBSUS Cl!mpu~ Fcllow-
,hip every 1 ltut\dny in Blad.burn In 
l"Otllll 148-150 (!I 7:301 111 
16 voluntur wttfi 1h11 ii1s0t1 all @~tltl 
lt11~ Awaffl~ @1111 &M•O&~~. 
Da,~h,cn,c f>n>ducc1ion, ,,ith VBIQ• 
VI IY P"'"'nl NYWl:'1.1· .. l/!I N.,tural 
H .ur Shm"u,c Sunda), 
M,tr,h I. 1998 Hl,JCkhurn C~n-
1cr Ballroom 4pm Tick~t, S!I tor ,ahdal• 
cd siudcnts, $15 general adnu"ton Pur-
ch.1,.: in ;u.hanc~ lnun member, nl 
t'RIQtll I Yo c ill 11()?141>6 IM~, 
tht§ Rund~ Pi6 ~~nd Am 
illld 8Qi@8ffl1 DELlJ\ 
SIGMA THETA, &lid 8@1mo &fl!@tl@OOI\• 
i11g Dl&@k Hi810f~ Mo111ll 1111d '"fll11 
\\\}tllil.1\ tO \\\}ll\&11 1 eooertll\\11 @DC 
I I\ I:! 
"-0 1.1\111 SOI l)lf•RS 
M.tr. h 14, ll'Jl! 
Sot Till R l'I.A'r IRS RI I NION 
DJ ,ii > S \TH R 2S1~ IIOW\RD VS 
H I\J\1P'J"0\1 I I· R r.,R1) the 
Curnegte l.1b1ary 91h&M ss :-IW Ho,tcd 
hy Sf:! \IQ.I \ISON.&1'1 I \SURI· 
Bl I IIERI tlll 
Epi<copaVAnglicnn J\1inlmy Holy 
Eucharht/Bible S1udy every Wcdne,day 
(i. noon College of Medicine 
Episcopal/Anglican Mini,try Absolam 
Jones Student Associolion meets Tue<day 
@ 6:30pm Carnegie Service/ uuchari,t 
Sunday 9:00 am in Carne2ie Chapel 
Sales- Persons to D1stnbu1e Flyers 
Flexible Hours. Good Pay (202) 331 -
8372 or (202) 898-1122 The Bikini Shop 
• o ,k ou lo tlw I "lfl\.l\ t. mcnt A. 1cnJ 
\\c.:b Page (;,.'111\10 0.. lh: r th .... n )v""' thin\.. 
F.mr '<ting d ,lar-. hrough 2 h1 
lc'lh1r, 1 innlo , 
G 1t, ) u I per-
le 
mg C m tu Rt-J, 
f·el MJ\i,4-,Hf". Thur . r1 th~· Hl.tc ~ rr n 
Ccnlcr Rm 14~ I ~O ~ , p in 
DJ Spoon/Sat Feb 28th HOWARD vs 
HAMPTON AFTER PARTY @ the 
Carnie Library 9th&Ma.ss N.W. Ho,ted 
by SELMO. Faison. &PLEASURE BE 
THERE!!! 
(.AY IT DOWN LAY IT DOWN 
Southern Pla}cr", Reunion March 14, 
l'lQR 
Come te,t )our kno\\ ledge ot Afncan 
.American flistor) n h1c,emen1, and 
facL• \\ lth the lad,rs of I l'HA Chapter. 
J\lphll K.t(lPa Alpha Sorum), Inc a1 the· 
four1h .innual 81.,\K,\d~mi,., Qui, Bo"I 
on Fcbruar) 26. l9'lS m 1he School 
of Fn~mrcrinr .\ud11orium .11 7·08 P\I 
DJ Spoon/Sat Feb 21ith IIOWARJ) ,,. 
HAMPTON :\1-'TER PARTY al the 
Car ne~ic l.thr-Jr) 91h&Mu" NW 110"1 
cd t>y SEl \10, F.,i,on,& Pk.l\urc BF 
Tiil• RI' I! 11 
D<1 , ·ou knov, \\ho "•" 1hc fir,.i ,\lr,cun-
\1nt"fi4.',tn \\oinan to tn1\.cl mtn ,pa~' 
Come find 0111 ut Bl \ KAJcmic, on 
I-ch ua1 1 <>. I 9911. ,n the School nr 
l'nr 1w, nnr \ud11or111m .,1 7 ORP\1 
Ai I EN I ION COL-
LEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES STU-
DENTS ....... ALL Sophomores nnd 
Juniors mus1 declare 1heir majors by 
completeing a Scheme of Graduation 
Requirements. Com11c1 advisors in the 
Educa1ional Advisory Cemcr daily 9:00 
A.M. and 4:00P.M. 1hrough 
March 20, I 998 
BES I' AO I !!LS- LOWES'I PRICES 
ALL SPRING BREAK locations. Florida 
$99+. Thxa< $1 19+. Rc~rvc rooms or be 
Ctimpus Rep. ICP 800-828-7015, 
www.icpt.com 
Ali CiREl:KS mler• 
es1ed in participating in the Sll r SIIO\\ 
call 986-5851 \'i \l'ltllllllllt 
Ill~ I .,Jtc ul \h:>11 Ch ptcr 01 \lph., 
K.1p11a Alph S, orn, In< In\ ii the 
l!m,ard l nl\CfStl) l-.11nil) to palt!Ci 
pate 111 uur ,1111111 I lkul.,h Burke 
l•~s~w i..:Onh:M fhe topic h • \s \H' 
appro,,.h 1hc nc" millc1na. \\hat ,kps 
c;n \\C tak<• , colk •c- 1raincd inJi,1dual 
to c~<urc 1hat Alrt.; 111 meric;i, w,11 
ha, c pr en 111 lhc lobal mark l ,. 
The r irsi 13, c , inner v, II rt'CCl\c SICil 
1\ 11 " ·•) arc aue r b-
' u Jf\ ' 19% in r<>tnl l()t,C ol ( B 
l'm,·11. 
!S 1:S:i E PRESIDEN Is! cON• 
TACT CAIJA OWENS AT 939-0582 IF 
YOU ARE INTERESTED lN PARTICI-
PATING IN AN OPEN MIC FORUM. 
WAO At'E ACC 'I rm GRAPES'/ 
The HU Alumni Club (NY) is ,ponsor-
ing a menton.hip program for ~elcc1 stu-
dents from 1b NY/NJ area. If )OU are 
intcre,ted in g.unin1 un alumni mentor. 
please' contact: Monique Wood, @(718) 
468-1469 or M0Bc110Blu@aol.com 
SERVICES 
J am dis Web she ... Wannabe modles, 
this is your site. This site calls on 
department stores to visit here to view 
you ! Our motto: Decency First. Nuff 
said. Go to your computer and check 
Netscape or Explorer ... and 
cllck ... Fashion-line, oops! Web 
address: 
http://www.spncelab.net/Agoldberg 
The pngc looks better in Explorer 
email address: goldherg@spacelah.net 
You get $10 for every who comes with 
us. 
SetOcslgners und Dancers needed for 
Natural Bair Sho,.case. Please call 
(202) 466-1655. 
Having Compu1cr Problem,? Need 
advice on buying u computer or upgrad-
ing? Call 301-853-6905 for a free coo• 
sulmtion !! ! 
Resumes, Resumes. Resumes. 
Cover Lener. 
Spt'cial Include,: 10 co pie,. wri1ing/lay-
out assi,mnce Free di,~ storage. Call The 
Copywritcn. Group (202) 3J6-2372. 
$1500 wEERLY POI ENI IAL MAIL-
ING OUR CIRCULARS. NO experience 
required free information packe1. 
202.452.5940 
s I ODEN I S: Specrnl discount lor 
On/Off si1e computer rcnrnl,. On-Site 
ISDN lnlernct Access at SS per hour 
(w/lD). E-mail accounts also available. 
Vbit Burrow En1crpri,c,. 1605 Connecti-
cut A,·enue. 202-483-0798. 
VCR Serv,ccs, Free crnmate,. p1c[up & 
dclhery. Same da} ,crv1ce, Labor and 
pans under $45 Call John al 234·0840 
DC 
Resumes, cover feller,. common ;,cnse 
job search advice-• affordable. confidcn• 
1ial and quick. Call Re,ume Advbor at 
Barrow Enterpri;cs. 202-483-0798 
EARLY BIRD SPEClAC 
EUROPE - SUJ\fl\fER'98 
NORTHEAST OEP'S -$329 R/f 
CARRJB/MEXIC0 -# 199 R/f 
FLORIDA -$79 0/\V 
PUERTO RICO -$99 0/\V 
CALL 8()().326-2009 
hup://v. wv,.airhitch.org 
FOR RENr 
1 Large Uedroom III BasemenL F\illy 
Furnished $495 (202) 291-7015 
Northeast 45 Rhode Island Me. One 
Bedroom w/ent in kitchen, fireplace, 
balcony, \V/W, $500; Efficiency "/loft, 
$410; includes utililic;,, S blocks from 
Metro 202.488.1449 or 202.679. 1266. 
For Sale Apple Power book ($500). 
Loaded with lots or soft,.nre. 
Pnn11Sonic Laser Printel" Wlndo"s 95 
Ready( 300). Contncl Wayne@ (301) 
853-1821. 
Hou;c 10 Share-
Near Howard Vni,cn.i1~ Beautifully 
Reno,-a1ed Vic1orian Home Clean 
Brighi Atmosphere. 
Rent -2 Bedroom Aparunents. renovat-
ed. securi1y building. \\alk 10 campus. 
$550 and $575 plus ELECTRICITY & 
COOKING GAS. E,erton Murray 301-
680-8105. 
RboMAl E: NEEDED X1alc or Female 
10 lh-e wilh 2 male, Rent $350/monih 
Call 832-1399. 
4 BR. lBA. 4 Biks. trom Uni\. only 
$ I 000. 30 I -340-896 7 
Rent I large Bedroom m Ba~emenr. 
Fully Furnished $495 (202) 291-7015 
Large iurmshcd room. 2nd lloor. Ga. 
A,c. Beal/AC. "ash/dry. carpet. 111il. 
Male preferred. $360 Ms. Prince 
(202)723-126 7 
N. W.- Roommate needed 10 share J bed-
room Apl. W/0. OW. Cemrnl Air/Heat. 
Cable ready, Near Slo"e• cam 
pus. Merro. $292 + 113 elecmc. Cali 
Danielle (202) 462-3181. Available 
Immediately. 
48D House wnh elhc1ency. Room;s285 
&$295 monthly. Efficiency $385u1ilitie, 
included 
4 BO House with cthc1ency. Rooms 
$385.00 all mi Ii ties included. house ,., 
full} Furni,hed. rooms arc newly reno-
,-a1ed. Very quiet 3 Cle3n a1mo,1phcrc-
ma1ure ,1udents only I block from cnm-
pus. Han art! St. Call (30 I) 350-8358. 
Spacious house tor rent 4 Brm. 2 bath. 
cat in IJ1chen. w/d . security. yard . At 
mnin eampu,. $975 mo. •util. 
Spacious rooms tor ren1. Securny. yard. 
w/d. large ki1chen. Al main campu, 
Walk 10 school. shopping. en1cr1ainmen1 
$275-$350/mo. util. included. 
New 213D Apt. l 61ocl, mciilden1 
school. WWC/AC good ,ccurily. $355. 
IBD apt.lreno,ated & furnished. Rooms 
in rcno,-atcd space from $250. (202) 723-
-16-16 c:all anytime. 
Rouse or room, tor rem. S2S0-.125 or 
$975 Han11nl St. Arca 4BR, 78,\, Nice 
Rcno,ated W/\V, W/0, Di,p. Con,enicni. 
S975+dep (202)389-5904. 
I spac,uu, elle,ency(S4UO) + 
lroom(300) in house U1ilitie, inc. Good 
neighborhood. E:i;,y acce,, to HU. Imme-
diate occupancy. Call Angela Karriem 
882-4430 
486 PC !or So.le. Include, CU Rom 
Moderm,Monitor, Windo"' 95 32 MB 
RAM Call Michael @ (202)518-5658. 
Beauulul. very unmaculnie. wJW carpet 
hoou,c for rent,+ Large \\alk in Ba,c-
menl. 2 Kitchen, 2 Bathroom,, Wa,h/Dry 
included. We also ha,e single room, 
Avail. Call 202.986.4690 or 
301.270.5191 after 6pm 
Nor1hwes1 45 Rhode I ,land Ave. One 
bedroom w/ea1 in kuchen. fireplace. bal-
cony. W/W. $500: Efficiency w/loft. 
$410: includes u1ilitie,, 5 blocks from 
Metro: 202-488-1449: 202-679-1266. 
4BD Hou,c ""h ethc,ency. Rooms 
$285&295/Monihly. Efficnc} $385.00 all 
utililies included. House is fully Fur-
ni,hed, room, arc ncwl) rl'nO\aled .. Very 
quiet. Clean a1mo,phcrc. mature ,tudents 
only I block from campus. Harvard St. 
Call (30 I) 350 8358. 
IIELP WAN 1'£0 
ch,idcare help. Parillnnc Weekend 
Hours a,ailable. Good Pay Fun Work. 
Cal(202)b 387-6455. 
Bu-,ne-s W,re Scholnr,6,p, Avn, la61e 
Call Pai Summcn, a1 503.973.522 or 
Email at pa1@co!legene1.com 
Asrnn American newspaper look,ng tor 
a freelnnce wri1er. Cover community 
c,en1s in greater Washington area. Get 
Paid. Flexible. Good" riling and phOIO· 
graphics skill,. Bilingual(A,ian lan-
guage,) preferred. Call Jay 
703.968.0202, or fax samples 
703.968.0203. 
small siurt-up NE-DC Co. sccb )R/SR/ 
Gr.id Accoun1ing student 
w/payroll/bookkeeping/ Accounting/1ax 
Exper/for 10-20 hrs. per week. $7.50-
$10.()()pcr/hr. call (202) 635-0407. 
Persons 10 D1stn6u1e Flyers. Lex,ble 
hours. Good Pay. 202.331.8372. 
202.898.1122' The Bikin Shop 
Spring Break '98-Seli lhps. Earn C:1Sh, 
& Go Free!! Student Tra,cl Ser, ices is 
now hiring campus reps/group organiz-
ers. Lowest price< 10 Jamaica, Mexico. & 
Florida. Call I •800-648•4849 
Clerks/Order 'Inkers tor Feb. 2-l·cb 
15, $7+ per hour/daytime. 
Floral Shop Assistants for Feb 7-14. 
$6+ per hour/daytime. Evening IOpm-
7am for 4 night< f'eb. 10-13. Valentine·, 
advemurc $6+ per hr. ROSExprc,s 202-
842- 1000. Apply n1 200 K St. N.W 
Wrapp :n 'Fleads ..,y Pattma 
Student Special Tues-Fri 
Full Bonded Weaves 
for only $70 
Sttwn in Weave for $100 
"5 Retouch Speclal 
(onen on ' unauvs) Shantpoo;wrap cun ... $25.00 
Kair Cuts ... 10.00 & up 
Hair Color ... $15.00 & up 
Straw 'Iwist ... Prices Vary 
Professional Natural Hair Stylist 
Professional Weavesfflraids ... 
Press and Curl ... $35.00 
Braid Removal Services ... Prices vary 
Press & Curl ... $35.00 
Pedicure & Mani~ure ... $25.00 
Full Set .. $25.00 
Fill-ins ... $15.00 Dcsil?ns included _ Open early and late 7 day~ per week for yQur c0bveruence: We use the high~ 
products: Nexus & Paul Mitchell, Motions, Mizani. 
We accept ATM and all major credit cards. 
Convenient location across from Howard University 
Certified Hair Colorist 
2632 Georgia Avenue NW 
Washington, D.C. 
(202) 986-3767 
\1>111 U 
' I 
Earn Big$$$$ Delivering Roses on 
Valenline·s Day. Feb. 12-14. Must have 
own car/insurance. ROSExpress 202-
842-1000. Apply ai 200 K St. N.W. 
514 U. St. N.W. #9 open house on Sat. 
Jan 24th l-4pm. $76.900 call Lenore 
Carter (202) 362-2779 Ihm t>t 191<-l 
Penuum 120MAZ system 32 Ram, 56 
KMODEM 16XCD Rom. Windows 95. 
6 draw dresser with mirrors and draw 
closet che~t. Borh ~ieces $150 
,, n ~ 1 l I nl1..rf 
I ,,r. l1 
Call Michael @(202) 518-5658. 
*'FREE 'tcSAIR I' +$!000 
Credit Card fundralsers for fraternities. 
sororities, & group,. Any campus organi-
1.ation can raise up 10 $1000 by earning a 
whopping $5.00/VISA Applica1ion. Call 
1-800-932-0528 cx1. 65. Qualified cnllcr; 
Person's to D1smbu1elyen. Ficxtble 
Hours. Good Pay (202) 331-9372, 
(202) 898-1122 The Bikini Shop 
PERSONAL 
CO Git/ L 
\. \IFI l 
199 .111r, llu 
liol'lllll, l 1111 
receive FREE T-SHIRT. 
WELCOME BACK MONICA! wE 
1.0\ I YOU!!l!l!!!ll! 
MO'l'HER 't\SBY, 1 Just wanted to 
soy hi! Hang in there and don' t 
worry about those bus ters; J know 
I'm not. Keep smiling nod r em eber 
we are the bomb! Love 
yu, Poopie 
·'MAD SCIEN l'ls IS" needed to lend 
fun science for kidl. in elem. :,chools and 
parties. Must hav-e cxper. worlJng wi1h 
up 10 20 kids at a lime. NEED CAR. 
ln1eres1 in Science or Ed. helpful. Train-
ing provided. PT opporlunities $20-30/ I 
hr. program. 
Krunky. You t~ff. 
are reaUy ou t of control now, but you 
h:l\e reason to be! I am happy for 
you and your "social" life. Give him 
a chance. Who knows whnt mny 
~tM{X .... , ..... \'l\ 
EARN 
$750-$1500/WEEK 
Raise all tile money your s1uden1 group 
needs b)· spon~ring a VISA fundraiscr 
on your campus. No invcs1men1 & very 
liule lime needed. There's no obligauon. 
,o why not cull for information today. I • 
800-323-8454 ext 95 
ORGANIS I WANIED!sONOAY 'S 9-
!0AM HYMNS ONLY-PAY NEGO-
TIABLE. CURRENTLY $25 per Sunday. 
Contac1 Fn1her Hayden 202.806.7908 
HELP WAN I ED. . . . . . . . . . . . 
Men/Women earn $375 weekly process-
ing/assembling Medical I.D. Cards at 
home. Immediate operungs. your local 
nrea. Experience unnecessary, will 
train. Call Medicard 1-541-386-
5290 E.~t. I ISM 
SALE 
FOR SALE.- l Bdrm Condo located 
on the top floor (metro accessable) @ 
happen??? Lo,·e ya, Poopie 
IO DER, Thnnks for the picture 
''twin". I hope you had a great 
Valenti ne's Day. which I'm sure you 
did! Thanks for looking out for wilh 
the j eep-Hal 
Lo,·e ya, Poopie 
Those People in 8-0-S ore oft the 
hook! 
<....on l Ii.I u,n u Ult'. 
6th Annual \,omun to "oman Con 
fcrence \oluntrers fur another 
,ti. r ,'t 1r 
I T P l!Ol'l \ I\: . 
Slieliy, 
Why are there so many haters and 
not enough soldiers? 
Kool-Aid-Lady 
HI Nad ine! 
\M\ 'ft1t■ti 
Arts & Sciences Sudent Council 
and Delta Sigma Theta Sor.01ity 
Inc. presents ... the 6th Arinual 
Woman to Woman Conference 
Finale Celebration! 
at 
DC LIVE 
NIGHTCLUB 
Sunday 
February 22, 1998 
DJTRINI 
18 to party, 21 to drink 
Absolutely No Athleti_c Wear! 
Washu1gtons Largest 
EntertaiTITYlent r,omplex 
DC LIVE 
Night CLUB 
932 F Street, NW DC 
(one block from Gallery Place Metro) 
You neara aoul.lt lt! 
Now be about it! 
